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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Over the years, the minimum feature size of typical CMOS integrated circuits has

been decreasing ata rapid pace. This has lead to increasingly dense, complex circuits. The

complexity of these product circuits makes them virtually useless for monitoring or

debugging a fabrication process. As a result, ancillary test devices are often fabricated

along with a product. These devices, or test structures, are measured in a much more

timely manner to yield specific information regarding either the product circuit orthe fab

rication process. This information can then be used to predict circuit performance and

yield, to monitor and control aprocess, or to provide debugging information when apro

cess yields unacceptable results. The devices are often placed in the scribe lanes of a

wafer, which are those areas between die that are later cut through to separate the die. For

a more complete characterization, test structures arealso included in the areabetween the

scribe lanes.

This use of test structures is of particular interest to the Berkeley Computer-Aided

Manufacturing (BCAM) group. In particular, an effort is underway to maintain a baseline

process in the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory. This facility services research cus

tomers with awide range of needs and recipes. As aresult, careful attention must be paid

toproviding some form ofcontrol tothe process. This control comes in the form ofa base

line process run monthly. Test structures fabricated during this baseline run, along with

scribe-lane test structures manufactured alongside product circuits, will be measured and

the resulting data will be statistically analyzed. Analysis results will be used to determine
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whether ornot the process isin control, and ifnot what particular part ofthe process needs

attention.

Although theprimary use of the test structures will initially come in theform of moni

toring the baseline process, a broader use of the test chip is expected. Thestructures lend

themselves well to use in other BCAM areas of emphasis, such as performance and yield

prediction, and modeling themanufacturability of circuit designs. As the research in these

areasmature, theset of teststructures proposed in thisproject will be available for process

and device characterization.

1.2 Approach

The firststep taken in designing the test structures was to survey currentlyused struc

tures in both production and in researchand development environments[4]-[15].This pro

vided an understanding of the various types of structures used, as well as the important

issues in test structure design. The needs of the BCAM test chip were identified, and an

appropriate set of test structures was designed and fabricated. Details of the layout and

fabrication of the structures weredetermined withregard to the particular characterization

required, along with adherence to certainstandards defined for ease of probing. Further

more, particular attention was paid to the organization of the test chip as a whole, espe

cially with regard to the scribe lane. Softwareroutines were written and organized within

an automated probing system to further ease data gathering. The system was used to col

lect the characterization data,and the datawas in turn verified againstexpected test struc

ture results.

13 Thesis Organization

The work described in this documentcan be divided into four parts. The first part,

described in Chapter2, includes the survey of test structures and their various applica

tions. Details of the structure designs chosen, including motivation for the structure'suse
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and verification results, are presented in Chapter 3. The third part, organization of the

scribe lane and testchip asawhole, is described in Chapter 4. The automated probing sys

tem and accompanying software is described in Chapter 5, with a sampleresults and anal

yses following in Chapter 6. Finally, aconclusion is included in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Types of Electrical Test
Structures

Test structures are used for a variety of purposes in the fabrication of integrated cir

cuits. Test structures are used for device, circuit and process parameter extraction, as well

as random fault and reliability testing. These five categories will be described in further

detail in this chapter.

2.1 Test Structures for Device Characterization

Device parameters are those used to model devices for circuit simulation purposes.

The mostobvious example of suchparameters are those that are used by SPICE to model

transistor operation. Oneof twoapproaches may be taken whenextracting device parame

ters. The first approach, direct parameter extraction, concentrates on designing teststruc

tures and parameter extraction routines such that a parameter can be extracted

independently from the influence of other parameters. Contrary to extracting device

parameters individually, the optimization method ofparameter extraction involves collect

inga general set of data representing allparameters. Thedevice model's various parame

ters are then fitted to the measurements by an optimization routine, such that the extracted

parameters canbeused by themodel to reproduce themeasured dataduring simulation.

The choiceof usingdirectextraction versus optimization is one which involvesa num

ber of trade-offs, and considerable time should be spent in studying this issue. For this rea

son, test structures for device parameterextraction, namely MOSFETs and capacitors,
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where designedsuch that either method could be used. The method of parameter extrac

tion is then left to the user.

2.2 Test Structures for Process Characterization

In semiconductor fabrication considerable emphasis is placed on the spatial unifor

mity, adherence to specifications, and lot to lot consistency of parameters which define a

process. Monitoring process parameters such as doping concentration, contact and sheet

resistance, critical dimension, oxide thickness, etc., play a key role in maintaining a pro

cess under control.

Measurements can be performed either optically or electrically. As the name suggests,

optical measurements make use of optical information in extracting parameters, such as

the width of a polysilicon line. Electrical measurements, on the other hand, make use of

probing equipment to force a set of electrical inputs to the structure, and to measure the

response. The test structure is designed such that according to basic electrical principles,

themeasured response canbetranslated toa single process parameter. Note thatgreat care

must be taken in designing the device, such that measurements depend ona single process

parameter.

Although optical measurements are at times more accurate and revealing, their use is

rather time consuming relative to automated, electrical measurements. As stated previ

ously, oneof the primary uses for these teststructures willbe to collectstatistical informa

tion about a process. This necessitates a reasonably large set of measurements be

performed in ashort amount oftime. Itis for this reason that the primary emphasis ofthis

thesis concerns electrical measurements.
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23 Test Structures for Capturing Catastrophic Faults

The lack of uniformity in processing across astepper field and wafer, and the impurity
of the fabrication process often lead to the introduction ofphysical faults on a wafer.

These faults come in avariety of forms, but generally result in loss of function prior to sig

nificant stressing ofaffected devices. Several examples ofdefects contributing to random

faults are: breaks in metal lines due to the interaction ofacontaminating particle and pho

toresist, shorts in metal lines caused by solid particles deposited on metal layers, oxide

pinhole defects, and broken lines due to insufficient metal step coverage. Test structures

were designed to electrically determine if shorting orbreaking ofmetal lines appear on a

wafer, and if soprovide the approximate defect location for visual inspection, if desired.

2.4 Test Structures for Reliability Analysis

Reliability failures are those which occur after a significant amount ofstress is placed

on the structures of interest. Thisstress cancome in a variety of forms, including overvolt-

age, current density, temperature, humidity, and radiation. The subsequentfailure results

from atomic motion or changes in ionic charge states [1].

As an example, consider perhaps the simplest and most common occurrence of reli

ability failure, electromigration. Electromigrationis defined as the displacement of metal

ions through a conductor resulting from the passage of direct current This shift is caused

by a modification of the normally random diffusion process to a directional one caused by

charged carriers [2]. The greatest concern of electromigration is that over time sections of

metal wire carrying a high current density become thinner, and eventually disconnect A

simple reliability test would then consist of stressing a long, thin metal line with a high

current density over some time and checking for an open circuit

Additional failures which may occur due to other forms of stressing include dielectric

breakdown, charge injection, and corrosion [1]. In most cases, these failures can be moni-
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tored by stressing structures used for deviceand process parameter extraction and reliabil

ity failure. For this reason, separate structures used exclusively for reliability failure

analysis were, not necessary, except for the case of monitoring oxide damage due to

plasma etching. Therefore, random fault and reliability structures were included in the

same category of test structure design in Chapter 3.

2.5 lest Structures for Circuit Characterization

Circuit parameters are those whichcharacterize the performance of a complete inte

grated circuit (IC). A subset of suchparameters are maximum operating frequency, aver

age power dissipation, and drive capability. Since measuring these parameters from the

product circuitis usually much toocomplex andtime intensive, special teststructures that

mimic the behavior of theIC areintroduced. These teststructures, however, yield values

which may be difficult to relate directly to some processing step. Nonetheless, they pro

vide a reasonable estimate of theexpected performance of theproduct circuit.

A common example of thetype oftest structure used to characterize an integrated cir

cuit is the ring oscillator. Measuring the oscillation frequency ofring oscillators can pro

vide a reasonable frequency range within which the process can be expected to provide

functional product circuits.

Itisobvious that test structures for circuit parameter extraction are fairly dependent on

the product circuits to be characterized. Since the concern of this project was broader in

scope than a specific circuit, test structures for circuit parameter extraction were notbuilt

However, those structures designed for device parameter extraction can be used, along

with circuit simulation, in order to obtain an estimate ofa circuit's performance on the

process of interest
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Chapter 3

Test Structure Design

This chapter provides the details concerning individual test structure design. In partic

ular, each section will contain ageneral description of the test structure and its usage,

along with design details and measured results. This chapter isorganized according to the

types of test structures defined in Chapter 2. Note, however, that as mentioned in the pre

vious chapter test structures for characterizing ICs are not included, and structures used

for reliability and catastrophic fault analysis are combined since they differ only in mea

surement technique.

Of particular interest to the BCAM group is characterizing a2|im CMOS n-well pro

cess, this being the minimum size reliable device that can beproduced bythe CMOS base

line. Furthermore the process provides two metal layers, metal 1and metal 2,with design

rule metal Unewidth and pitch of 3^im and 6jun, respectively, on each layer. Design rules

forcontacts require 3|im x 3\xm contactcuts. All test structures described herecan be eas

ily scaled to accommodate finer features when theybecome available.

Common to all electrically measurable test structures designed is the array of pads

used for probing. Each pad is a lOtytmxlOOum square of metal 2 over metal 1, with the

appropriate vias. Ten pads are placed ina2x5 array, with all pad spacings setto lOO^m, in

order to form the setof pads contacted with each drop of the probes onto the wafer. See

Figure 1for an example of the 2x5 pad set The pad labels refer to the numbering scheme

used by the autoprober, which is discussed further inChapter 5. All teststructures were

labelled in polysilicon, metal 1and metal 2, to aid in locating structures when using a
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Figure 1 Configuration of standardpad set used for all electrical, DC measurements.

microscope. Labels were made as large as possible within the 100|xm spacing between

pads, given approximately 20nm spacing between the labels and the pads. The layers of

the n-well, CMOS process are labelled as listed in Table 1. Furthermore, all numeric labels

have units of microns, unless otherwise labelled. Finally, tables in thischapter which list

measured datacontain columns labelled "dieX" and "die Y", which refer to the integer

coordinates of the die within the wafer. Die configuration within the wafer will be dis

cussed in detail in Chapter 4, butcan be previewed bystudying Figure 21.

Table 1 : Labels Used For Test Structure Layers

Label layer Label layer

PO polysilicon NW n-well

N+ n+ diffusion Ml metal 1

P+ p+ diffusion M2 metal 2

3.1 lest Structures for Device Characterization

3.1J Individual MOSFETS

The primary objective of device characterization is to extract enough physical infor

mation formodeling the electrical behavior ofa transistor. Therefore, theprominent test

structure in this category is the basic transistor. Asmentioned previously, decisions con

cerning the specifics ofdevice parameter extraction have been left for the potential users
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of these structures. Nonetheless, an attempt has been made to provide a thorough setof

structures to be used for that research.

Based onour 2|im CMOS process, and on device requirements for existing methods of

direct parameter extraction and parameter optimization, a number of transistors were

included. The transistor set consists of devices with drawn gate lengths of 1,1.3,1.5,2,3,

5, 10 and 25 urn. Foreach length listed, both an NMOS and a PMOS device of drawn

width of 5,10 and 50 \ua were included. Each pad set can be used to individually probe

three devices, each with the same gate length but adifferent width^ resulting ina total of

16 pad sets.

With the exception of the body contact, there are no common terminals for any of

these devices, in order to eliminate problems associated with parasitic leakage currents

distorting results when probing asingle device. The devices may be redesigned to share

terminals if further research determines that this would not pose aproblem. The layout of

one subset of MOSFETs is shown in Figure 2.

3.1.2 4x4 MOSFETArrays

Integrated circuit designers, particularly in the analog domain, often require electri

cally matched device parameters in a very localized area. In order to measure electrical

Figure 2 One subset of individually probed MOSFETs.
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device mismatch, tightly coupled arrays of transistors were designed and fabricated. Both

PMOS and NMOS transistors arrays have been included.

Figure 3 shows the MOSFET array in detail. Each transistor has a gate length of 2|im

and a width of lOjim, with 5\im horizontal spacing and 15^m vertical spacing between

source and drain regions of nearby transistors. All gates share a common lead while each

of the remaining pads connects to four transistor sources or drains. Transistor drains are

connected vertically via metal 2 connections, andshare a common leads labelled Dl, D2,

D3 andD4y where the numbers 1 through 4 represent the array column number from left

to right Similarly, common sources are connected horizontally in metal 1, labelled 57, S2,

S3 and S4> where thenumbers 1through 4 represent thearray row number from top tobot

tom.

Probing a single transistor within the array is accomplished by contacting and apply

ing inputs to the appropriate source and drain leads, while leaving the other leads floating.

As asimple example, consider collecting data for an Ids"^gs curve on the transistor in the

lower right comer of the array, at VDS set to5V. The first step would beto apply a ground

tolead S4, and avoltage of 5V onto lead D4. The gate lead is appropriately swept involt

age while current readings are taken between D4and S4. All of the transistors in the array

Gate

3D2

mmmifiifi:

Figure 3 Close view of 4x4 array. Metal 2 connects drains in each row.
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Figure 4 4x4 NMOS array within padset (W/L) =20/2)

can be measured in a similar fashion, by simply asserting the appropriate source and drain

leads.

Finally, Figure 4 shows theNMOS array within a pad set The leads shown in Figure 3

are simply connected to pads, with an additional pad available asa contact to the substrate

or well. The label "NA"'indicates that the device is an NMOS array, while label "20/2"

indicates that thetransistors have gate lengths of 20|im and widths of 2|im.

3.1.3 Capacitors

The final setof teststructures included for device parameter extraction consists of two

large capacitors, illustrated in Figure 5. Capacitors have been reliably used for some time

,'• .#•,*.Fntf=.tr;£*»w-if.'. ^'/i'*4.;^

'•'VV-' ''■■•'>♦• •::'•''* =-r-.?V •>^!-''- «'*f^\i£V

n n
<*\-•:*:.?•:•..

- •».**.. v-.'-v-c^^^-'ij**:.-*.. • „• ?i

•V---V-... .•:

•"?"*•

• '»*.•'

Figure 5 300|im x 300|imoxidecapacitors betweensubstrate andwell.
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in characterizing gate oxide. Two 300|im x 300pm capacitors have been included to per

form this characterization. Frequency dependent C-V measurements can be applied to

these capacitors to extract gate oxide thickness and analyze oxide integrity by monitoring

trapped charge, oxide to substrate interface charge, and mobile ions in the oxide itself.

These high-frequency measurement techniques fall outside the realm of the DC measure

ment techniques emphasized in this thesis, and as such will not be discussed here. Note

thatthisstructure has pads of lOOum x 100pm, which are spaced lOOpm apart. However,

this is the only structure which does not adhere to the standard 2x5 pad set.

3.2 Test Structures for Process Characterization

3.2.1 Contact Resistors

Previous studies have found that in a well-controlled CMOS process, contact resis

tance has a relatively largepercentage variation [4]. This variation is not of greatconcern

assuming that contact resistance is substantially less than a transistor's "on" resistance.

However, sustained advances in manufacturing are resulting in smaller and thus more

resistive contacts. The variation of contact resistance is then of growing concern, as con

tact resistance approaches that of a transistor's "on" resistance.

The basic structures used in the evaluation of contacts are contact chains and 4 termi

nal and 6 terminal contact resistors. Contact chains do not isolate the variability of the

contacts themselves, and are therefore left for catastrophic fault analysis, to be discussed

later. Contact resistors, however, are used to measure the interfacial resistance, or the

resistance between thelayers being contacted, as wellas misalignment between themasks

used to form the contact The choiceof using4 versus 6 terminal contacts was a trade off

betweencomplexity of design and probing, and granularity of results.

For a better understanding ofthis trade off, consider the true, interfacial resistance, R/,

with respect tomeasured resistance, R& and a factor called flange resistance, RF [5]. Note
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in the four terminal contact resistor in Figure 6 that thevoltage and current taps of thecon

tact resistor are wider than thecontact This is necessary in order to account for misalign

ment between-each layer and the contactcut A simple Kelvin measurement [17] will

result in a resistance higher than that of the true interfacial resistance, due to the parasitic

current flow in the voltage taps. The flange resistance is a measure of this additional resis

tance. The following equations describe this relationship:

R*=(V;-V2)/I, (1)

and

R^ = R/ + RF. (2)

The problem of extracting R7 and RF from (2) from perfectly aligned contacts has been

solved by what is known as the Thin-Film Model [5], which uses heuristics to predict the

flange effectresistance. Inalater study, Lieneweg and Sayah [6] propose asimilar method

of extracting R; from misaligned four and sixterminal contacts. The method includes pro

cedures for estimating theactual misalignment in both horizontal, x, and vertical, y,direc

tions. According to the study, four terminal contacts provide for the extraction of the

average of two contacts' interfacial resistance, and can also calculate the sum of the x and

y misalignment components. Six terminal contacts isolate the x and y misalignment com

ponents and provide asingle interfacial resistance. Finally, Lieneweg and Sayah state that

*n:'-" '-'****

&.y/vk?

Figure 6 Four terminal contact resistor.
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Figure 7 Cross contact resistor chain.

R/r can be treated as constant across awafer, and R^g, the average ofa"right" and "left"

contact, then reflects the variation of R/. "Left" and "right" contacts simply differ in the

position of the contact relative to the voltage taps. Figure 7 illustrates the two types of

contact in a cross contact resistor chain. Note that the left contact has its n+ diffusion volt

age tapextending upward, where n+ diffusion is illustrated by a darker line, and the right

contact hasits n+ diffusion voltage tap extending downward. Therefore, any vertical mis

alignment would draw thecontact closer to oneof the n+ diffusion voltage taps, but fur

ther from the other, causing a difference in voltage readings and therefore in resistance

measurements.

A drawback of using six terminal contacts is that theycannot bechained as efficiently

as four terminal contacts. Furthermore, they need an entire pad set per contact and require

about twice asmany measurements. Since the primary concern here is that of process con

trol, the ability to accurately monitor contact resistance variation with four terminal con

tacts made it the test structure of choice. Using the four terminal contact also allowed for

faster data collection by including four contacts per pad set Figure 7 shows the final test

structure design. The label "CR" indicates that the test structure is a cross-contact resistor

chain. Labels "Ml", "N+" and "2" indicate that contacts are between metal 1 and n-diffu-

sion, and are 2^m on each side of thecontact cut. The contact chains designed include
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both2|im and 3|im contacts between metal 1and metal 2, n-diffusion, p-diffusion and pol

ysilicon. SmaUer contacts werealso included to test the limits of the process, but were not

chained in order to save area. See Figure 8 for an example of how these contacts are

placed in a pad set This smallercontactset contains 1.5jim contacts between metal 1 and

n-diffusion, p-diffusion and poly, and 2.5 nm contactsbetween metal 1 and metal 2. The

labels in Figure 8 indicate that the contact on the left is between metal 1 and polysilicon,

andis 1.5|imon eachside. Similarly, the contact on the rightis between metal 1 andmetal

2 and is 2.5^m on each side.

Taking contact resistance measurements on the cross-contact chain of Figure 7 is

rather straightforward. Simply supply acurrent, I, which passes from pad 1^ through the

ground pad, and measure the voltagebetween the voltage taps of each contact

Measurement error is introduced intoequation (1) due to the resolution limit of volt

age and current measurement units used during probing. Error is introduced to the contact

resistanceby both a voltage measurementresolutionlimit, AV, and a currentmeasurement

resolution limit, AI. These limits for the equipment used are described in more detail in

section 6.2 of this report. Of these two resolution limits, only that of voltage measure

ments was found to be a significant contributor to resistance measurements, and was

•

I\ 2 nig
PD

1511
Figure 8 Unchained contact resistors used for small contact sizes.
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found to be O.lmV. The following analysis calculates the measurement error for contact

resistance measurements. Using equation (1) as a basis, then:

ARK =^ dR
K

av

and

AR -*X

(3)

(4)

As an example, consider contact resistance measurements taken with a test current of

I=3mA. Assuming that the resulting voltage measurements were approximately IV in

magnitude, then AV= (0.01%)*IV = O.lmV. The expected resolution of contact resistance

measurements is:

ARK = 2J^¥ =0.033Q
K 3mA

(5)

Table 2lists sample data from six die. The columns "R^" and "R/tovg" represent the

average of the two left and two right contacts, respectively, in a single n+ diffusion to

metal Icross-contact resistor chain. The columns labeled "die X" and "die Y" contain the

x and y integer coordinates of the die within the wafer, and "RflV$" is the average of

Table 2 : Sample Measurement Data from Metal 1to N-Diffusion, 3}im x 3|imCross-
Contact Chains.

dieX dieY ^Lavg ®) ^Ravg (ft) R^(ft)
4 5 36.98 19.59 28.28

1 5 36.97 21.39 29.18

4 7 37.97 27.98 32.98

3 2 37.98 15.89 26.93

6 4 31.98 15.19 23.58

3 4 39.97 18.69 29.33
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32.2 Split Cross Bridge Resistors

Monitoring sheet resistance and linewidth variation are of great concern in semicon

ductor manufacturing. Sheet resistance is a direct reflection of the resistivity of intercon

nect, which can produceundesirable effects on the performanceof CMOS circuits due to

unwanted voltage drops and RC delay. It is also a direct measure of the doping process,

which can effect a great deal of CMOS parameters, from source and drain contact resis

tance to threshold voltage. Linewidth variation has perhaps an even greater influence on

circuit performancebecause it defines channel length, and therefore current drive capabil

ity of CMOS devices. Furthermore, the minimum allowable pitch of interconnect influ

ences the overall size of a fabricated circuit, since it often dictates the arearequired by the

routing channels in a circuit

A single test structure can be used to measure sheet resistance, linewidth, and line

pitch for a particular layer. This structure, the split-cross-bridge-resistor [8]-[10], is shown

in Figure 9. The measurements are divided into three distinct sections. The cross partof

the structure is used to perform the sheet resistance measurement, RSt using the very well

established van der Pauw relation [7]:

•. ...v..-l>
•&

& .i-to •<»"'•'-. •it
. '':J-V +

(V -V Nvi v2
ln2 I

R.

n Cross (Rs) ^ ^ Bridge (Wb)
•+~+-

(6)

Split-Bridge (Ws, Pitch)

Figure 9 Split-Cross-Bridge Resistor in polysilicon with 2|im line width and spacing.
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where Ir is the current flowing from pad l2 through pad l2. The middle part of the struc

ture, the bridge resistor, is used to measure linewidth variation. Given the measured value

of sheetresistance, the linewidth of thebridge, Wj,, is calculated from the relationship:

wb =-4r-> (7)
vb

where Lj, is the length between voltage pad V2 and padVj of the bridge resistor, 1$ is the

current flowing from pad I7 through pad I3, and Vb is the voltage (Vj-V2). Note that the

line length will also vary from its designed value, but the variation is negligible as com

pared to the considerably long drawn length. Finally, the width of the thinner, split-bridge

elements are measured in a similar manner:

w _ S S(top) b ,«*
WS(top) - 2V > W

ZVS(top)

and p t iw _ KSLS(bot)Ab m
wS(bot) 5v * W

zvS(bot)

where WS(top), LS(top) and V/S(bot)t LS(boJ) are the widths of the split-bridges and lengths

between voltage taps, ofthe top and bottom split-bridges, respectively. Similarly, Vs(top)

^d Vs(bot)are the voltages CV>V5) and (V<rV7), respectively. The factor of two in the

denominator is based on the assumption that current is divided equally between the top

and bottom split-bridges. Finally, the spacing, S, and pitch, P, are calculated from mea

sured data:

S = Wb-WS(top)-WS(bot), (10)

and W +Wp _ g , YVS(top)^vvS(bot) (n)
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Obviously, the dimensions of the bridge resistors are ofconsiderable importance when

extracting parameters. Table 3lists the split-cross-bridge resistors designed, along with

specifics about the bridge resistor dimensions. Note that those cross-bridges made in diffu

sion, illustrated in Figure 10, do not contain asplit-bridge but rather an elongated middle

bridge, since pitch is not aconcern for diffusion. The elongated bridge further reduces any
error introduced into (7) from variation inline length.

Table 3 :Split-Cross-Bridge Resistors Included inBCAM Design

Layer
(um) (Mm)

^Sftop.bot)
(um)

LS(top)
(um)

LS(bot)
(um)

S
(um)

Polysilicon 6 219 2 204.5 247 2

Metal 1 6 218 2 206 247 2

Metal 2 9 218 3 205 247 3

n+ diffusion 4.5 647.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A

p+ diffusion 2 645 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Labels on the resistors, in order from left to right, refer to layer, split-bridge drawn

width in microns, and split-bridge drawn spacing in microns. The drawn bridge width is
simply:

^b(drawn) =^*^S(drawn) +$(drawn)»

where ^s(drawn) k *e drawn width of both the top and bottom split bridges.

(12)

N+ H.5 II
1 f 1 1

v- '.•'''"";::- '••»

Figure 10 Cross-bridge resistor used for n+ diff. layer. P+ diff. cross-bridge is similar.
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For example, the structure shown in Figure 9 is a polysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor

with ^s(drawn) = 2flm» $(drawn) = 2Hm, and ^B(drawn) = 6^m- Thelabels for cross-bridges

with no splifconsist of the layer name first, followed by the bridge width to the right.

Therefore, Figure 10 is labeled as a n+ diffusioncross-bridge with drawn width of 4.5nm.

The electrical measurement techniquefor the cross-bridge and split-cross-bridge resis

tors follows the analysis described previously. First, the values necessary to calculate R$

are measured by passing a current from pad I; to pad I2,while the voltages at pads V7 and

V2 aremeasured. For linewidth calculations, thecurrent is directed from padI; to padI?,

andvoltages at padsV2 through V7 aremeasured for thesplit-cross-bridge pictured in Fig

ure 9, or voltages at pads V2 and W3 are measured for the cross-bridge pictured in Figure

10.

Measurement error is introduced by both a voltage measurement resolution limit,

AV, and a current measurement resolution limit, AI. Of these two resolution limits, only

the voltage measurement was considered to be a significant contributor to resistance mea

surements. The following analysis calculates the measurement error for the various

extracted parameters for the split-cross-bridge resistor. First, consider the sheet resistance

measurement, Rs. Startingwith the sheet resistance, equation (6), the error is calculatedas

follows:

dR<

avi
and

ARt
IRVln2)

For the W$ measurement:

and

aw. awu
AWb = AV "T*b + ARo D

av
& 3RS

(13)

(14)

(15)
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vb
r^AV +ARs

Similarly, for the Wc/toD) andWc/j.0/, measurements:S(bot)

aw _ S(top, bot) h (top, bot) [ Rs
awS(top,bot) 2V V

* YS(top, bot) V S(top, bot)

22

(16)

AV + AR, (17)

The form of this equation differs from that of AWfr by the factor of 2 in the denominator, "

which isdue to only half of the bridge current passing through each element of the split-

bridge. The error in the measurement of spacing, S,bydifferentiating equation (10):

AS = AW. as
aw.

+ AWS(top)
as

awS(top)

+ AWS(bot)
as

aw

and

S(bot)

AS = AWh+AW5„_, + AWc/lM.#1 = AW. + 2AWS(top) S(bot) S (top, bot)

Finally, for the pitch measurement, P, of equation (11):

AP = AS §?|+AWS(top)
ap

aw

and

S(top)

+ AW
S(bot)

ap

aw
S(bot)

AP =AS+iAWs(top) +±AWs(bot) =AS+AWs(top b0|).

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Table 4 lists sample data collected from polysilicon, split-cross-bridge resistors, iden

tical in drawn dimensions to the structure in Figure 9. The data was collected from six sep

arate die, all on the same wafer.
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Table 4 : Sample Measured Data from Polysilicon, Split-Cross-Bridge Resistor

die

X

die

Y (O/D)

drawn

(um)
meas.

(Mm)
drawn

(Mm)

^sbot
meas.

(um)

"stop
meas.

(um)
S

(Mm)
P

(um)

4 5 17.9 6.0 5.53 2.0 1.80 1.79 1.94 3.74

1 5 19.1 6.0 5.88 2.0 1.87 1.88 2.13 4.01

4 7 18.0 6.0 5.79 2.0 1.86 1.88 2.06 3.92

3 2 19.8 6.0 5.89 2.0 1.87 1.87 2.15 4.02

6 4 18.3 6.0 5.82 2.0 1.85 1.86 2.10 3.96

3 4 19.0 6.0 5.75 2.0 1.85 1.85 2.06 3.91

3.2.3 Fallon Ladder

While cross-bridge resistors are used to measure linewidth variation, they do so only

at a given drawn width. It is also desirable toassess thelithography and etching capability

of a process by determining the minimum resolvable line width. Testing this withcross-

bridge resistors would require a large number of structures, and therefore considerable die

area. M. Fallon and A.J. Walton [11] recentlyproposed an electrical test structure to deter

mine theminimum resolvable line width that can be resolved by a process, given a rela

tively small die area. The design of this structure, the Fallon ladder, is based on calculated

step changes in resistance that occur when a line is not resolved.

Figure 11 shows the implementation of the Fallon ladders used for the BCAM test

chip. Each rung ofeach ladder is O.ljim smaller than theprevious rung, when traversing

the ladder from right to left. Furthermore, the resistance of the rails between each pair of

rungsis kept constantby making all rails the samelengthand width. Resistance measure

ments are taken on the ladders by passing a currentfrom pad I through pad GND, and

measuring the voltage difference between pads V7 and V2. The premise of using this lad

der structure is that each rung of the ladder, if resolved, will decrease the total resistance
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Figure 11 Fallon Ladders, used for determining minimum resolvable linewidth.
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by some incremental amount A linear function then exists between measured resistance

and minimum resolved line width.

The bottom two ladders of Figure 11 are used to calibrate this function. The left and

right ladders are drawn with minimum rung widths of 33\im and 3.7nm, respectively.

Assuming that the process can reliably resolve atleast a 3.3|im metal line,resistance mea

surements on both ladders provide the data necessary to determine the linear function

relating minimum line width resolved and resistance measured. Note that the top two lad

ders have minimum rung widths of 1.4jim, although the process is onlyexpected to reli

ably resolve 3jim lines. Given the calibrated function, and a resistance measurement on

one of thetop ladders inFigure 11, the line width of the smallest rung resolved onthat lad

der can now be determined.

This technique was verified on the 2fim CMOS process atBerkeley, using polysilicon

ladders. Rather than the minimum set of ladders, 24 ladders were included, each with a

different number of rungs. Starting with a ladder which had a minimum rung width of
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2.7)jm, each ladder had an additional rung which was 0.1um narrower than the minimum

rung width of the previous ladder. The ladder with the most rungs had a minimum rung

width of 0.4|im. A plot of resistance measurements taken on these ladders, versus their

minimum drawn rung width, should then show the linearity in the relationship. Figure 12

illustrates the results of the experiment, which show that indeed a linear relationship

holds. Note that for very small rung widths, namely 0.4(im and 0.5|im, the resistance no

longer drops as with the ladders with larger sized minimum rungs. This shows that 0.6|im

was the last line width resolved.

Given the successful verification of the Fallon ladder on our process, the test structure

as shown in Figure 11 could now be included on the test die. First, the linear function,

lw
meas

= slope xRmeas +b

is calibrated with the following equations:

slope =
Rj-Rq

Indrawn ^W^drawn

(22)

(23)
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drawn linewidth of smallest ladder rung

Figure 12 Results from Fallon Ladder experiment showing linear relationship.
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and

b = R0-slope xlwO
drawn * (24)

where R; and Roare resistances measured from the calibration ladders, with minimum

drawn rung widths oflwlrffBWI and lwOj^^,,, respectively. Now, the ladder complete with

all rung widths is measured, yielding the value R^^, which can be used inconjunction

with equations (22M24) to find the minimum linewidth resolved, tw^,^.

Measurement erroragain results from the limitations in voltage and current measure

ment. As before, the error due to the current measurement's resolution limit is considered

negligible. The expected error for resistance measurements, AR, is first calculated by con

sidering the following resistance equation, based on two voltage measurements:
V,

where

Therefore,

and

R = -±*

V/.2 =VrV2.

3RAR =f
dV1.2

AR-^(l)-^.

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

Now, considering equations (22)-(24), the error in linewidth measurement, Alw,^^, can

be calculated as follows:

where

and

Aslope = AR aslope
dR

1,0

RJ.0 = fy-R0-

Aslope = AR
lwldrawn-lW<>drawn

(29)

(30)

(31)
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substituting (28) into (31) and simplifying:

and

Aslope =

Ab = AR,

AV

^^drawn-^drawn)

A similar analysis yields the expected error for b:

db

dR,
+ Aslope db

aslope

Ab = AR0+lwOdrawn(Aslope).

27

(32)

(33)

(34)

The expected measurement error onminimum rung width resolved can now be calculated

from (22) as follows:

and

AIwmeas = Aslope
9lwm„e

meas

+ARm..s 3lwm«as + Ab aiwmeas
aslope aR_J1„1,

meas
db

A1Wmeas = RmeasAsl°Pe +SlOPeARmeB +Ab.
meas

(35)

(36)

Fallon ladders were designed for polysilicon, metal 1, and metal 2 layers. As shown in

Figure 11, the set of test structures for each layer consists of two calibration ladders, occu

pying one pad set, and two characterization ladders, occupying another pad set Note that

in the calibration pad set there is ametal line extending between the top and bottom, right

most pads of the set. This line has the width of the most narrow calibration rung. A conti

nuity check should be performed on this line to ensure that the process can resolve the line

widths necessary for the calibration. The labels on the top of each pad set describe the test

structure, and the layer characterized. The labels along the bottom of the pad sets describe

the minimum, and maximum rung widths drawn. For example, in the bottom pad set of

Figure 9, the labels "FL", "Ml, "3.3" and "4.0" refer to aFallon Ladder in metal 1, with

minimum rung width of 3.3|im and maximum rung width of 4.0jim. Table 5 lists the
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results of resolution measurements taken on polysilicon Fallon ladders. The data was col

lected from sixseparate die, all onasingle wafer.

TableS : Sample Measurement Data from Fabricated, Polysilicon Fallon Ladders

die

X

die

Y

IwO
drawn

(um) («)

Iwl
drawn
(um)

Ri

(fl)

lw2

meas.

(Mm)

R2

to)

lw3
meas

(Mm)

Ri

(ft)

4 5 2.3 1841.9 2.7 2231.4 0.8 425.46 0.8 394.86

1 5 2.3 1865.2 2.7 2248.2 0.7 368.46 0.7 417.96

4 7 2.3 1782.8 2.7 2151.9 0.7 338.47 0.7 335.67

3 2 2.3 1924.2 2.7 2329.8 0.7 361.56 0.7 367.26

6 4 2.3 1817.0 2.7 2205.8 0.8 363.36 0.8 358.56

3 4 2.3 1914.9 2.7 2291.4 0.7 449.05 0.7 438.26

32.4 Self-alignedn+ Bridges

Another limiting factor in the shrinking of fabrication processes is the misalignment

between the various layers ofintegrated circuits. The accuracy and precision ofoverlaying

these successive patterns isoften monitored optically. These structures provide early feed

back inthe process, but are often costly or time consuming. Anelectrical test structure has

been included in the BCAM test chip to provide aquick, low cost, post-processing assess

ment of the misalignment between polysilicon and active area.

The structure is based on using the polysilicon gate of a transistor to separate the

source and drain regions inaself-aligned process. The structure is designed as two, very

wide transistors, with a short polysilicon gate perfectly centered over each active area

region, as illustrated in Figure 13. The gate is left unconnected, and serves to create two

long, thin resistors per transistor. Depending on the amount and direction ofmisalignment

during fabrication, theresistors willvary inwidth, and thus in resistance.
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v2

Figure 14 Model of self-aligned n+bridge.

Four such resistors are connected as aWheatstone bridge, illustrated in Figure 14, to

determine the difference between the two values of resistance. Note that the labels in Fig

ure 14 directly correspond to the sections of the layout referenced in Figure 13 by the

identical labels.

In order to understand how the bridge structure works, consider the two devices with

resistance labels in Figure 13. Due to the symmetry of the two devices, and the same

degree and direction of polysilicon misalignment, resistors R2 and R* will match in value,

as will Rj and R3. Therefore, a reasonable assumption can be made that the current

through each branch of the bridge will be equal. Given that assumption, the following

analysis is usedto determine misalignment:

(37)

(38)

(39)

where L and W are the length and width, respectively, of the resistor. Combining these

• Vl =R22 V2 =R32
and

-v2)
I

We also know that
L2 L3

R3 =Rs^
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equations results in:

R2-R3 =Rs(w-2~) (40)
Rearranging (40) yields:

_ (R2-R3) (W3-W2)
k-~R^ W^T- (41)

We now define W2 = Wdrawn +mX, and W3 = Wdrawn - mX, where mX is the mis

alignment in the upward direction as we lookatthe structure as shown in Figure 14. Sub

stituting these equation into (41) results in:

k -2AX
(Wdrawn-mX)(Wdrawn +mX)- (42)

Solving (42) for mX yields:

=i±fT
k A2

rcX^iB +W2 , (43)

Finally, combining (38) and (41) results in the following definition for k:

,_ 2<vl-v2)
k--S?T-- (44)

Equations (43) and (44) can nowbeused to electrically measure misalignment Note that

(44) is dependent on the value of R$, which can beextracted from across-bridge resistor,

as described in section 3.2.2.

Measurement error again results from the limitations in voltage and current measure

ment As before, the error due to the current measurement's resolution limit is considered

negligible. The expected error for misalignment measurements, AmX, is first calculated by

recalling from equation (28) the expectederror in resistance measurements:
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AV

I
AR = ^

Recalling from equation (41) that

where

Then,

and

V- R2.3
5?

R2,3sR2~R3

Ak = AR dk

dR
2,3

+ AR, dk

dR,

Ak =£?-+ARSRSL s
^LRsV

Finally, the misalignment measurement error can bederived from (28) as follows:

and

AmX = Ak dmXl

~3k"|

AmX = Ak

Simplifying (51) results in the following equation for AmX:

AmX = Ak -to
£ + W

drawn

32

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

Equations (43) and (44) were used to extract the misalignment values in the X and Y

direction on six separate die, all on the same wafer. The values for Rs were extracted from

cross-bridge resistors, while remaining measurements were taken on the self-aligned n+

bridges. The drawn values ofLand W are 128.5um and 9^m, respectively. Table 6lists

the results ofthe extraction process from six die on asingle wafer.
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Table 6 : Sample Extracted Results of PoIysilicon-to-N+ Misalignment

dieX dieY VrV2(V) i^(mA) R* mX(um) mY(um)

4 5 -0.0103 1.00 55.5 0.117 0.094

1 5 -0.0176 1.00 55.5 0.200 0.187

4 7 0.0017 1.00 55.5 -0.019 0.101

3 2 -0.0273 1.00 55.5 . 0.310 0.166

6 4 -0.0102 1.00 55.5 0.116 0.063

3 4 -0.0196 1.00 56.6 0.218 0.153

33 Catastrophic Fault and Reliability Analysis

3.3.1 Contact Chains

CurrentVLSI processes require the fabrication of a great deal of contacts per die.

Thereexists then a need to monitorthe susceptibility of thesecontacts to randomfault and

reliability failures, since failure in a single contact can be catastrophic to the circuit func

tionality. Mitchell, Huang, and Forner [12] statefourprimary waysin which the electrical

continuity ofcontacts can be interrupted: 1.Contacts are omitted during layout, 2. Contact

resistance can become very large due to process variations, 3. Random defects can fall at

locations during waferprocessing, and4. Contact discontinuity can occur due to a reliabil

ityfailure during the operation ofa circuitThe first, that of improper layout, is nota pro

cessing error, and can be virtually eliminatedby the use of CAD verification tools. The

nextitem, contact resistance variation, is of great concern in thefabrication process, andis

handled by theanalysis of contact resistors as described in section 3.2.1. Theremaining

issues about catastrophic defects and reliability failures will be addressed here, through

the use of contact chains.

Contact chains are simply long serpentines ofcontacts connected toeach other by two

alternating layers ofinterconnect. Figure 15 shows five such contact chains within a single
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Figure 15 Metal 1ton+ diffusion contact chains. Five chains are included per pad set

pad set Each of the chains consists of 104, 3|im x 3|im contacts betweenmetal 1 and n+

diffusion. Defects are monitored by attaching a current source to one of the five current

pads, and measuring the resistance between the source and ground pad. An abnormally

high resistance will signal a defect in the chain. Note that metal lines connect all of the

ground pads together. A continuity check is first performed on these pads to avoid incor

rectly reporting defects when probes are misaligned onthepad set

Examination of this structure reveals whyit is unsuitable for measuring contact resis

tance variation. Consider the subset of a chain builton p-substrate, which contains two

contacts and a strip of metal contacted ateach end to two strips of n+ silicon. As current

flows through the chain, one of the diffusion links will be at ahigher voltage than the

other, resulting in a leakage path through both areverse-biased junction and a forward-

biased junction between thetwolinks. This leakage prevents accurate interfacial contact

resistance measurements from being extracted from structure [13]. In addition, theresis

tance of diffusion and poly links can berather high, making small changes incontact vari

ation resistance undetectable. Finally, even if the resistance of the links was not

substantially high, their variation could notbedistinguished from contact resistance varia

tion. For these reasons, contact resistors are dedicated to measuring interfacial contact

resistance, while contact chains are valuable tools inmonitoring contact defects.
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Contact chains were designed for both 2u.m x 2u\m and 3|im x 3|im contacts between

metal 1 and polysilicon, metal 1and p+ diffusion, metal 1 andn+diffusion, metal 1andn-

well, and metal 1 and metal 2. Note that all chains contain 104 contacts, with the excep

tion of those between metal 1 and n-well, which have 54 contacts. For an example of how

these test structures are labelled consider Figure 15, where the labels "CC", "Ml", "N+"

and "3" refer to the pad set containing contact chains of 3|im x 3|im contacts between

metal 1 and n+ diffusion.

3.3.2 Comb Resistors

The lack of uniformity and the impurity of the fabrication process often lead to the

introduction of physical faults on a wafer, referred to as spot defects. These defects are

regions of either missing or extra material, or material with drastically changed physical

characteristics, that may occur in any layer of a fabricated IC [14]. Several methods are

available to monitor such defects, including in-situ particle monitors and electrical test

structures. In-situ particle monitorshave the advantage of short loop feedback for process

control. Post-processing testing, however, alleviates the cost of having a dedicated in-situ

particlemonitor. A specially designed resistorstructure, the comb resistor, is used to elec

trically monitor the density of spot defects which cause intralayer shorts in metal and pol

ysilicon lines.

Figure 16 shows the layout of five, individually probed comb structures in asingle pad

set Defects are monitored by attaching acurrent source to one of the five current pads,

and measuring the current flowing into the ground pad. Measuring any appreciable current

in the ground pad signifies ashort circuit, and therefore the presence ofaspot defect Note

that metal lines connect all of the ground pads together. A continuity check is first per

formed on these pads to ensure proper alignment before testing. Reliability analysis may

also be performed on this structure, by stressing the structure with high humidity, temper

ature and voltage.
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Figure 16 Combresistor used to monitor spot defects.

Combs were designed in metal 1, metal 2 and polysilicon. The spacing between metal

lines, and the width ofthe lines themselves are both 3|im. The spacing and width for poly

silicon resistor combs are both 2um. Thesespacings were chosen in order to evaluate

defect sizes equal to or greater than the design rules for the process. Finally, the labels

simply identify the structure as an interdigitated comb in a particular layer. For example.

Figure 16is labeled with "IC" and "Ml", which corresponds to an interdigitated comb in

the metal 1 layer.

3.3.3 Serpentine/Comb Resistors

Another type of spot defect involves missing material in a particular layer. Generally,

this results in broken lines, which will more than likely result in a loss of functionality for

the fabricated circuit. A simple structure is often used in process monitoring to evaluate

the occurrence of such defects. The structure is a long serpentine of wire in the layer being

characterized. The serpentine's resistance is measured, and an abnormally high resistance

is interpreted as a break in the metal line. A serpentine/comb structure is simply a combi

nation of a serpentineresistor and a comb resistor, which can be used to s^sqss both opens

and shorts in various layers.
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Figure 17 illustrates the layout of a serpentine/comb structure. Defects which create

broken lines are monitored by attaching a current source to pad S;, and measuring the

resistance between pads S; and S2. An abnormally high resistance will signal a break, or

defect, in the serpentine. Defects which create short circuits are monitored by attaching a

current source to the pad labeled S; while leaving S2 unconnected, and grounding pads C;

and C3. Measuring any appreciable current in Cj or C3 signifies a short circuit, and there

fore the presence of a spot defect. Note that polysilicon lines connect pads C2 and C3

together. A continuity check is first performed on these pads to ensure proper alignment

before testing.

Note that this defect monitor can measure both shorts and opens, while dedicated

combs and serpentines measure only a short or an open, respectively. It then appears that

the serpentine/comb combination is a preferable structure due to better area utilization.

While the combination does detect both types of faults, the serpentine/comb structure

requires at least four pads, while a dedicated comb or serpentine requires only two. Given

that the pad set being used is a 2 x 5 setof pads, this results in only two detectable defects

per pad set when using a serpentine/comb combination, while the dedicated combs and

dedicated serpentines can detect up to five defects per pad set. Since the expected defect

density of our fabrication process is presently undetermined, both structures have been

Figure 17 Serpentine/Comb structure for defect monitoring.
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included in the BCAM design. If future studies determine that defect density and cluster

ing analyses can be performed to asatisfactory degree with only two defects detectable

per pad set, then serpentine/combs can be used exclusively to minimize the total die area

required.

Serpentine/comb structures were designed in metal 1, metal 2 and polysilicon. The

spacing between metal lines, and the width of the lines themselves are both 3«im. The

spacing and width for polysilicon resistor combs is 2|im. These spacings were chosen in

order to evaluate defects sizes equal toorgreater than thedesign rules. Finally, the labels

simply identify the structure as aserpentine/comb in a particular layer. For example, Fig

ure 17 is labeled with"SC" and "Ml", which corresponds to a serpentine/comb in the

metal 1 layer.

3.3.4 Serpentines Over Topography

While serpentines are used to detect spot defects, they may also be used to evaluate

metal step coverage. In some cases, metal lines laidover a flat surface may be resolved to

an acceptable degree, but may not be acceptable when placed over topology. Forexample,

oxide grown over a relatively large area of substrate should have a reasonably level topol

ogy. However, oxide grown over a seriesof polysilicon lines will develop uneven steps as

the oxide conforms to the polysilicon lines which rise above the substrate. Metal lines

deposited on such a surface may be considerably reduced in width, or in some cases may

not be completely resolved, againcreatinga problem with circuit functionality. Evaluating

the ability of the process to resolvemetal lines placed above a topology can be determined

with metal step coverage analysis.

The analysis of metal step coverage is performed through the use of two test struc

tures. First, simple resistance measurements are taken on eachof the serpentines shown in

Figure 18, establishing an expected average resistance for metal lines resolved over a flat
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Figure 18 Metal 1 serpentinewith no topography, used for metal step coverage analysis

topology. This resistance is evaluated against the same measurements taken on metal ser

pentines laid over a topology ofmany polysilicon lines, such as those shown in Figure 19.

The serpentine structure is the same as that shown in Figure 18, with horizontal polysili

con lines creating the topology.

Polysilicon lines were deleted for clarity in Figure 19. The actual layout contains 23

polysilicon lines placed 2um apart, each with awidth of2^im. The labeling is consistent

with the labeling of other defect monitors. For example, the labels "S" and "Ml" in Figure

18 refer to aserpentine of metal 1, while the additional label "PO" in Figure 19 refers to

the metal 1serpentine being placed over polysilicon lines.

S;,

GND

••

GNDt GNEJV
.: •.!•::' '•

GND; 1GND

Figure 19 Metal 1serpentine over topography.
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Finally, Table 7 listsdata measured from both serpentines andserpentines overtopog

raphy, from six die on a single wafer. In each die, the resistance of the metal serpentine

nearly doubled, with the exception of the final die in the table, in which a break in the

metal line is illustratedby the extremely high resistancevalue.

Table 7 : Sample Measured Values for Serpentines With and Without Topography

dieX dieY
Rwg (no topography)

(O/D)

Rflv- (with topography)
(O/D)

4 5 0.078 0.141

1 5 0.073 0.124

4 7 0.073 0.132

3 2 0.080 0.140

6 4 0.079 0.151

3 4 0.077 2.52E+26

3.3.5 MOSFET With Antenna

The use ofplasma etching has gained widespread use in the semiconductor industry.

During the plasma etching process, significant charge can accumulate on the aluminum

lines connected to polysilicon gates, and on the gates themselves. As a result of this

charge, the gate oxide of the devices are damaged. Y. Uraoka, K. Eriguchi, T. Tamaki and

K. Tsuji propose aquantitative evaluation method ofplasma damage [15]. This method

involves theuse ofMOSFETs with long, aluminum serpentines attached to their gate, cou

pled with charge-to-breakdown measurements. The aluminum serpentines act as antenna

inpicking up ions from the plasma. This accumulated charge stresses the gate. Later,

charge to breakdown measurements evaluate the effect ofthis in-process electrical stress

on gate oxide integrity.

The pair oftest structures used for evaluation ofplasma damage are shown in Figure

20. The device on the left is a transistorwith a width of 20^im, and a gate length of 2\im.
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Figure 20 MOSFETs used for evaluation ofgate oxide damage due to plasma process.

The device on the right is of the same size, but has an 11mm long serpentine antenna,

attached to its gate. Charge to breakdown measurements are performed on both devices,

and can be compared to evaluate the effect of the plasma process on the device with the

antenna.

The details of charge to breakdown measurements are left for future study. Extensive

testing of similar devices are presented in [15], which also provides acomprehensive eval

uation method of plasma damage. The method includes photo emission analysis to detect

the breakdown spot in gate oxide, which was found to occur at LOCOS edge. The devices

were included here to provide preliminary results for amore comprehensive study.
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Chapter 4

Test Chip Organization

Thischapter presents the organization of the BCAM testchip. The testchip is divided

into two distinct parts. The first part involves organization of the scribe lane which will

accompany product circuits in the"drop-in*' section of the die, used by any of a numberof

research groups using the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory. The scribe lane contains

both structures used to characterize, monitoranddebug the process, as well as tools such

as alignment marks required for fabrication of the die. Aside from the scribe lane, an addi

tional, BCAM "drop-in" die is fabricated for a morecomprehensive study of the stepper

field.

Test structures fabricated during this baseline run, along with scribe-lane test struc

tures manufactured alongside product circuits, will be measured and the resulting data will

be statistically analyzed. Analysis results will be used to determine whether or not the pro

cess is in control, and if not what particular partof the process needs attention.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the organization of the wafer and stepper field,

and includes a description of how the scribe lane is created within the field. Additionally,

the test structure subsets used for the scribe lane and drop-in areaare reported, including

the locations of the structures within the field.
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4.1 Scribe Lane

The implementation of the scribe lane is illustrated in Figure 21. The horizontal and

vertical lines represent the scribe lanes, which are theareas thatarecut through during

physical separation of the die for individual packaging. The scribe lanes can be used for

characterization test structures prior to die separation, without a loss ofarea for the prod

uct circuit in the drop-in area.

Figure 22 shows how the scribe lane iscreated with respect to the stepper field, includ

ing dimensions ofthe total printed area and drop-in area. Area is used near the perimeter

on the left and top sides of the field, with the drop-in completing the square. These squares

areabutted in all directions to form theprinted area across theentire wafer. Theremainder

of this section describes the structures placed in the shaded area which forms the scribe

lane.

dieX

0 12345 678

Figure 21 Die configuration and labelling ofa4inch wafer used in the baseline process.
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The configuration of structures in the scribe lane is shown in Figure 23. Two types of

structures exist on the scribe lane.The first set of structures includes those which arenec

essary in order to fabricate the die, while the second set includes those used for process

characterization and debugging. The former set includes marks for mask alignment, verni

ers to further assist in the alignment process, and elbows in various layers for optical

inspection of linewidth resolution.

Of greater concern here is thesettest structures used for device and process character

ization and for process debugging, which in the scribe lane represents a subsetof those

structures described in Chapter 3. Device characterization is accomplished through theuse

of the individually probed MOSFETs described in section 3.1.1. The transistor set consists

of devices with gate lengths 1,1.3,1.5,2,3,5,10 and 25 u\m. For each length listed, both

an NMOS and a PMOS device of width 5,10 and 50 Jim exists. Each pad set can be used

to individually probe three devices, each with the same gate length but a different width,

resulting in a total of 16pad sets. These MOSFETs were placed in the lower left hand area

of the scribe lane. The 300|im x 300iim capacitors mentioned in section 3.1.3 were

included for characterization of thin oxide, and were placed in the upper right-hand sec

tion of the scribe lane. Finally, toward the center of the top section of the scribe, 4x4

MOSFET arrays are also included for device characterization.

The next set of test structures included in the scribe involve process characterization.

The split-cross-bridge resistors described in section 3.2.2 are included to characterize

sheet resistance, line width variation, and pitch. They are located just above the individu

ally probed MOSFETs on the vertical part of the scribe. Just above those resistors arecon

tact resistors, used to monitor contact resistance variation. These cross-contact chains

have 3\im x 3p.m contacts between metal 1 and polysilicon, p+ and n+ diffusion, and

metal 2. The final test structure used for process characterization is the self-aligned n+
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bridge, labeled"a.bridge"in Figure23, which is used to extract the misalignment between

polysilicon and active area layers.

Finally, test structures included in the scribe lane forrandom fault andreliability anal

ysis include contactchainsand serpentine/comb resistors, described in sections 3.3.1 and

3.3.3, respectively. These structures are located left of center, on the top portion of the

scribe. The contact chains contain 3u\m x 3|im contacts between metal 1 and polysilicon,

p+ and n+ diffusion, nwell, and metal 2, while the two serpentine/comb structures

includedare those made of polysilicon and metal 1.

4.2 Drop-In Die

The entire BCAM test chip includes both the scribe lane and a drop-in die, which pro

vides for a more comprehensive study ofthe stepper field. The drop-in die includes repli

cations of all the test structures described in Chapter 3, and its layout is illustrated in

Figure 24. This figure shows the instance ofeach test structure, replicated several times

over the die. The smallest instance shown corresponds to the approximate size ofasingle

pad set, while larger boxes are drawn to scale and contain a proportionate amount ofpad

sets. For example, the metal 2 Fallon ladder instance shown in the upper left corner is

twice the size ofthe serpentine shown immediately to its right The Fallon ladder instance

can then be expected to have two pad sets, which indeed corresponds to the Fallon ladder

combination shownin Figure 11.

The primary objective ofthe layout was to provide adequate coverage ofthe die in

order tomeasure spatial variation ofparameters across the stepper field. Since defect mon

itors are not affected by location within the field, they were placed along the bottom and

right sides ofthe drop-in (the scribe lane already occupies the left and top sides of the

field.) These defect monitors include serpentines and serpentine/comb combinations in

metal 1, metal 2 and polysilicon, positioned as shown inFigure 24.
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The remainder of the die is partitioned into three sections, each with the same test

structures. The sections are two pad sets wide, and run vertically through the drop-in area.

The first section corresponds to the shaded area of Figure 24. The remaining two sections

are identical in size, and located immediately to the right of the first section. The structure

placement within each section was different, in order to provide a comprehensive cover

age of the die.
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43 Complete Test Chip

While sections 4.1 and 4.2 described the organization of test structures within the

scribe lane and drop in areas, this sectionprovidesan overview of the test chip fabricated

with both areas included. This test chip provides completecoverage of the stepper field,

which is particularly useful in analyzingintra-die variation.

The summaryof the available test structures, and the parameters and layers that they

characterize, can be seen by reviewingTable8 through Table 10. These tables include ref

erences to the detailed descriptionsavailable in Chapter 3.

Table 8 : Test Structures for Device Characterization

Test Structure Parameters Device Type and Size
Ref.

Section

Individual MOSFETs SPICE Parameters/

Inter-die variation

L =1,1.3,1.5,2,3,5,10,25 um
W = 5,10,50um
(both PMOS & NMOS)

3.1.1

4x4 MOSFET arrays Intra-die variation 1 NMOS array(W/L = 20um/2um)
1 PMOS array(W/L = 20um/2um)

3.1.2

300 um x 300 um capacitors <ox gate oxide 3.1.3

Table 9 : Test Structures for Process Characterization

Test Structure Parameters Layers Characterized
Ref.

Section

4 terminal contact resistors Contact Resistance

& Misalignment
M1-M2, Ml-poly, Ml-n+, Ml-p+
(Contact sizes: 1.5,2,3)

3.2.1

Split-cross-bridge resistors Rs, linewidth, line-
spacing, line-pitch

Ml, M2, poly,n+, p+ 3.2.2

Fallon Ladder Minimum linewidth

determination

poly,Ml,M2 3.2.3

Self aligned poly-n+ bridge Misalignment poly-diffusion 3.2.4
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Table 10 : Test Structures for Catastrophic Faults and Reliability Analysis

Test Structure Parameters Layers Characterized
Ref.

Section

contact chains Contact Defects Ml-n+,Ml-p+,M-nwell,Ml-pory,Ml-
M2 (Contact sizes: 2x2um and 3x3um)

3.3.1

comb structures Defect Monitoring
(shorts only)

poly, Ml, M2 3.3.2

serpentine/comb resistors Defect Monitoring
(shorts & opens)

poly, Ml, M2 3.3.3

serpentines over topogra
phy

Metal Step Coverage Ml, Ml over poly 3.3.4

Capacitors/MOSFETS
(from Table 8)

Dielectric Break

down

gate oxide 3.1

MOSFET wrantenna" Gate Oxide Damage
from Plasma Process

gate oxide 3.3.5

Figure 25 shows the test structures within the entire scribe line and drop in area,

including the details within the test structure instances in Figure 24. Special note should

be taken regarding pad set placement. Pad sets were placed on a grid pattern for ease of

probing, with a spacing of 20|xm between pad sets. Each 2x5 pad set has a horizontal

dimension of 900|im, and a vertical dimension of 300pm. Therefore, moving one pad set

in a horizontal direction requires a step of 920u\m, and moving one pad set in a vertical

direction requires a 320|xm step. The only exception here involves the MOSFET with

antenna, since the antenna uses area above the pad set. In order to maintain the grid spac

ing, a structure placed above a MOSFET with antenna is spaced such that a vertical jump

between the two structures is twice the normal step, or 640p.m. Figure 25 shows the dis

tance required to move to each test structure, relative to the shaded structure in the lower

left corner of the die. This structure is referred to as the "home device" for probing pur

poses, and indicates the location where the probesshould be placed at the outset of prob

ing. Detailsconcerning probing will be further discussed in Chapter5.
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Figure 25 Complete scribe lane and drop-in area, showing location of structures, inmicrons.
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Chapter 5

Automated Testing System

5.1 Introduction

In order to provide an efficient means ofcollecting large amounts of data for monitor

ing the baseline process, an automated testing system was developed in conjunction with

the BCAM test chip. This system, referred to herein as the autoprober. provides ameans

ofoperating probing hardware from aUnix workstation, through asoftware interface. The

user may simply utilize aset ofexisting measurement subroutines by configuring two text

files, or may add additional subroutines to the current library. Each subroutine is designed
to perform a specific set of measurements.

MEASUREMENT

SUBROUTINES

h-vDS
Woo
Split-Cross-Bridge
Four Point Probe
Van Der Pauw
Fallon Ladder
Contact Resistor
Serpentine Resist.
Comb Resistor
Serp./Cqmb Resist.

die
map

Statistical
Summary

PROBING

HARDWARE

Sun Workstation
Electroglass 200lx
HP 4085A Switching Matrix
HP 4084AS.M. Controller
HP 4141A Source/Monitor

^^:

Figure 26 Hardware and software configuration ofautoprobing system.
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A diagram of the autoprobing system is shown in Figure 26. The shell of the auto-

prober, a program called Sunbase, was developed by Vadim Gutnik of the Berkeley

Microfabrication Laboratory. This shell serves as an interpreter of the text files, which

direct the movement of the x-y wafer stage and define the measurement routines-to be

used. The measurement routines define the appropriate voltage and current sources and

monitors to be attached to the probes by the switching matrix, collect the results, and per

form parameter extraction by applying the analyses described in Chapter 3. The subrou

tines then output the data to a text file, which includes the name of the structure, position

of the die, position of the structure within the die, and measurement and extracted results.

An example of this text file will be illustrated in section 5.3. Communication between the

probing hardwareand the Unix workstation is directed by Sunbase.

5.2 Using Sunbase

This section provides an overview of the steps required to use Sunbase for measuring

test structures. A detailed explanation of the automated testing system, including specifics

on using the hardware^ adding subroutines, and understanding the Sunbase code, can be

found in Chapter 8.18 of the Microfabrication Laboratory Manual [16]. Only excerpts of

thischapter are included in this section. The complete chapter is included as Appendix I of

this thesis.

Specifying a set of measurements on a wafer is performed by using two user-defined

text files, die.map and prober.text The file die.map contains specifics about the test struc

tures on the die being used, while prober.text is used to specify the tests required by the

user. Details concerning these files, and a sample Sunbase run will be presented in the

remainder of this chapter. Sunbase should be run from the directory "-eglas" on the

machine "lead", an Argon client in the Device Characterization Laboratory. The files

"die.map" and "prober.text" must also be placed in the "-eglas" directory. These files are

described in the following two sections.
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5.2.1 "die.map"

The file "die.map" contains specifics about the test structures on the die being probed,

including the name of the test structure,its location within the die, and the configuration of

the pads used to probe it The format of a test structure description in "die.map" is as fol

lows:

Struct_name x,y terminall ... terminalx parameter1 ... parameterx

Struct_name is a simple, unique, alphanumeric name given to the structure by the user,

while x and y correspond to the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, of the

structure within the die. The x and y coordinates are with respect to the origin xo=0and

yo=0. Prior to initiating Sunbase, the user must place the probes on the structure defined

with x=0 and y=0 coordinates, herein referred to as the home device. The suggested home

device is the pad set in the scribe lane containing individually probed transistors of gate

lengths of 1Jim. This pad set is in the lower, left cornerof the scribe lane, as illustrated by

the shaded device in Figure 25. Using this structure as the home device results in positive

x and y coordinates for all test structures. All coordinates in "die.map" and the output files

are listed in microns. The items labeled padl, pad2, and so on, communicate to the mea

surement subroutine which pads correspond to particular terminals of the test structure.

Finally, parameters such as designed lengths andwidths or layernames can alsobe passed

to the measurement subroutines. As an example, consider the generic test structure

description of the split-cross-bridge resistor:

scbrl x,y il i2 i3 vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 Lb Wh hS(eop) hS(boc) W5 layer_nm

Where the variables il through v7 refer to the labels of the pads in Figure 9, and Lb

through Wf refer to the dimensions of the split-cross-bridge in microns, as listed in Table
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4. Pad numbers are used to identify which pad in the 2x5pad array is being referenced.

Pads are numbered from 1to 10, starting with the upper leftmost pad in the array and pro

ceeding clockwise, as illustrated in Figure 1. With this fact in mind and referring to both

Figure 9and Table 4, apolysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor at location x=320|im and y=

640nm, with respect to the home device, would be defined in the file die.map as follows:

scbrPO 320,640 10 9512876 3 4 219.0 6.0 204.5 247.0 2.0 poly

The software measurement routine SCBR, to be discussed later, will parse this line and

use the information appropriately. The generic formats for test structure descriptions cur

rently programmed into Sunbase are as follows:

mosfetN x,y drain gate source bulk
4ptprb x,y Iin gnd vl v2
conrMlpo3 x,y Iin gnd

fallonPOl x,y Iin gnd vl v2 min._rung_width
scbrl x,y il 12 13 vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 Lb W* LS(top) LS(bot) W5 layer_nm
serpMl x,y ' '
cchainP02 x,y

The pad names listed above correspond directly to those shown in the test structure lay

outs in Chapter 3. Note that the names used above are examples. It is suggested that the

names be descriptive, such as the device name conrMlpo3 indicating the third metal 1to

polysilicon contact resistor structure on the die.

Finally, lines beginning with an asterisk and blank lines are ignored by Sunbase. Fur

thermore, "dicmap" must contain the line "@home 0,0", which serves to send the probes
back to the origin of the die when probing of each die is complete. Acomplete example of
a "die.map" file is included later, in section5.3.
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522 "prober.text"

The file "prober.text" is used to specify the various die to be probed on the wafer, and

the specific measurements to be taken on those die. The format of"prober.text" is as fol
lows:

000000000

001111000

011111100

111111110

111111110

1111x1110

111111110-

011111100

001111000

Routine_name

structure_namel

structure_name2

The 9x9 array ofones and zeros above-represent die mapping ofdie on the wafer, with a

"1" indicating that the die is to be measured, and a"0" indicating that it is not to be mea

sured. The "x" indicates the first die probed, and the die on which the probes must initially

be placed. Note also that the probes should be placed on the user defined home device

specified in "die.map". The "x" should be placed somewhere near the center ofthe wafer

to alleviate probe to wafer misalignment errors. The above example would probe all the

die on awafer, but by replacing the ones with zeros the array can be changed to measure

only several, or even asingle die. The line "Routine_name'\ chosen by the user from the

existing set ofroutines names listed in Table 11, defines the measurement routine to be

used. The routine will take measurements on the test structures named in die map as

"structure.namel" and "stnicture_name2". The period after the structure names indicates

the end ofthe parameter list being sent to the measurement routine. There is no limit on
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the amount of devices which can appear in the parameter list, nor is there a limit to the

number ororder of measurement routines included in the"prober.text".

Section 6.1 discusses the measurement routines currently included in the autoprober

system. As a simple example of how a structure measurement can be defined in

"prober.text", consider the following lin:

SCBR

scbrPOl

scbrn+2

These lines define a split-cross-bridge measurement (SCBR) to be performed on polysili

con and n+ diffusion split-cross-bridge resistors (scbrPOl and scbrn+2), which must be

defined in the file "die.map". Assuming that the wafer map illustrated at the beginning of

this section is used, the system will first probe the die marked with an"x", and then will

step through the five die marked with Vs. On each die, the same polysilicon and n+ diffu

sion cross-bridges will be probed.

52.3 Measurement Subroutines

Table 11 lists the measurement routines currently available for the autoprober. The

table includes the name of the measurement, the case-sensitive name of the routine to be

used in "prober.text", and the output, which always appears in table form. An explanation

of these routines, and the parameters required by them, follow in this section.

The first two routines shown in Table 11 provide I-V characteristics for MOSFETs.

Along with the structure name, these routines require additional parameters in order to

define the sweep. These values, VGSstart, VGSstop, VGSstep, VDSstart, VDSstop, and

VDSstep, are passed along with the device name, as shown in this example:
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Table 11 :Currently Available Measurement Subroutines for Autoprober.

Measurement
Routine

name
Author Output

I<tV</t curve IdVds V.Gutnik Id-Vds characteristic

Id-Vg curve IdVg V.Gutnik I</-Vg characteristic
Four Point Probe 4ptprb V. Gutnik , Resistance

Van Der Pauw VDP V. Gutnik Sheet resistance (Rs)

Split-Cross-Bridge SCBR D. Rodriguez R$. AW. Spacing, Pitch

Fallon Ladder Fallon D. Rodriguez Ladder resistance,
min. linewidth resolved

Contact Resistance Conr D. Rodriguez Contact resistances

Geft. right, avg.)

Comb Defect Comb D. Rodriguez 5 Binary result showing
shorts (defects)

Serpentine Resistance Serp D. Rodriguez Resistances for

5 serpentines in pad set

Serpentine/Comb Defect SerpComb D. Rodriguez 2 Binaryresult showing
opens/shorts (defects)

IdVds

+VDSstart=0.1

+VDSstop=2
mosfetl

As is the case with all of these subroutines, the output will appear in tab delimited, table

format.

The four point probe routine simply applies acurrent between twoterminals of astruc

ture, measures the voltage at another two terminals, and outputs the resistance. The van

der Pauw routine performs the same measurement, but applies the van der Pauw resistance
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factor ^ shown in equation (6), in order to output the sheet resistance Rs. The only argu
ment necessary for thesesubroutines is the name of the structure as defined in "die.map".

The split-cross-bridge subroutine performs the measurements described in section

3.2.2, and outputs the sheet resistance, drawn line widths, extracted variation of line

widths and extracted spacing and pitch. This subroutine requires only structure names, as

defined in "die.map".

The Fallon ladder subroutine also requires only test structure names, but requires four

per measurement, in a particular order. Recalling from section 3.2.3, the process of

extracting minimum line width resolved involves first calibrating the measurement with

two Fallon ladders. These two devices must be listed first, followed by the two ladders to

be characterized. For example, the following example measures two calibration ladders

first, followed by two ladders from which the minimum line width resolved will be

extracted:

Fallon

fallonPOcall

fallonP0cal2

fallonPOl

fallonP02

The resulting output will list the resistances of all four ladders, accompanied by the mini

mum line width resolved, calculated by the equations (22)-(24) in section 3.2.3.

The contact resistance subroutine passes a current through the cross contact chain

shown in Figure 7, and measures the voltages at each contact. The output lists the average

resistance values for the two left and two right contacts, along with the average of all con

tacts. Again, the only parameter required by the subroutine is the name of the contact

resistors, as defined in "die.map".
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The subroutine used for measuring shorts between comb structures follows the proce
dure described in 3.3.2. Defects are monitored by attaching acurrent source to one of the

five current pads, and measuring the current flowing into the ground pad. Measuring any
appreciable current in the ground pad signifies ashort circuit, and therefore the presence
ofaspot defect. The subroutine outputs a1ifashort was found, and a0otherwise. This is
repeated for all five combs of the pad set, so the output shows five binary values. The only
parameter required by the subroutine is the name of the combs, as defined in "die.map".

The serpentine subroutine is for measuring resistance of serpentines, of serpentines
over topography, and ofcontact chains. In all cases, the routine measures the resistance of

each of five structures in apad set. and outputs the values accordingly. The only parame
ters required by the subroutine are the names of the test structures.

The final routine available extracts defect information from serpentine/comb struc
tures. The first test checks the continuity of the serpentine, and outputs the result as a"1"

ifopen circuited, or a"0" otherwise. Similarly, another column in the table lists a"1" ifa

short occurred between acomb and the nearby serpentine, or a"0" otherwise. Since two
serpentine/comb structures are contained in each pad set, this data is repeated twice per
measurement. Once again, the only parameter required by the subroutine is the name of
the serpentine/comb.

Although these are the only routines currently available with the autoprober. addi
tional routines can be written ifdesired. The subroutines are written in "C* language, with
subroutine calls to Sunbase providing control of the autoprober. The process of adding
subroutines to the system is described in detail in Chapter 8.18 of the Microfabrication
Laboratory Manual [16], which is included in Appendix Iof this thesis. The code for mea
surement subroutines named in this chapter have been included in Appendix II ofthis the
sis.
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5.3 Sample Run

This section outlines a simple run of the autoprober, so that the entire processof using

the autoprober can be viewed. For this example, we shall take measurements on a split-

cross-bridge resistor and a polysilicon Fallon Ladder. The entire contents of the file

"die.map" is as follows:

©home 0,0

ml 0,0 1 2 9 5

scbrPO 2760,640 10 951287634 219.0 6.0 204.5 247.0 2.0 poly
scbrn+ 0,0 10 9 5 1 2 6 8 6 8 6 647.5 4.5 429.0 429.0 2.25 n+

fallonPOcall 920,1920 1 10 2 9 2.3

fallonPOcal2 920,1920 3 8 4 7 2.7

fallonPOl 920,2240 1 10 2 9 0.4

fallonP02 920,2240 3 8 4 7 0.4

Now, the following "prober.text" file will probe the above structures on six die, placed as

shown:

000000000

000000000

000100000

000000000

000100100

0100x0000

000000000

000010000

000000000

SCBR

scbrPO

scbrn+

Fallon

fallonPOcall

£allonPOcal2

fallonPOl

fallonP02

The probes should now be placed on the home device, on the die corresponding to the one

marked with an "x" above. In this example, the home device is the n+ diffusion split-cross

bridge, named "scbrn+" in"die.map". Sunbase can be executed by simply typing "sun-
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base" from the Unix shell prompt. When finished, a file named "output.text" will contain

the results. The data in the output file is in an intermediate format listed in the orderthat

structures were probed, and can now besorted into tables according the types of measure

ments taken byrunning ascript on "outputtext", creating the file "final.out". The script is

run by typing "postproc outputtext" atthe Unix shell prompt.

The file "final.out" now contains the following:

di"=>: die-Y name Rs- WbDrawn DeltaWb WsDrawn DelWsboc DelWstop S P
4 5 scbrPO 17.66 6 0.47 2 0.205 0.20C 1.945 3.739
1 5 scbrPO 19.13 f. 0.116 2 0.132 0.117 2.133 4.009
4 7 scbrPO 16.00 6 0.211 2 0.144 0.124 2.056 3.924
:. 2 scbrPO 19.61 f. 0.105 2 0.126 0.130 2.152 4.024
f 4 scbrPO 16.34 6 0.182 2 0.147 0.138 2.103 3.960
3 4 scbrFO 19.01 6 0.247 2 0.154 0.153 2.060 3.907

:UeX dieY na:ie 2w0(d} RO lwl(d) Rl lw2-{d) lw2 (m) R2 ' lw3(d) lw3 (in) R3
4 5 fall 0:1?; 1 j.2 1641 2.7- 2232
1 5 iall-nFC: 2.3 1605 2.7 2246

4 7 failo::?02 2.3 1762 2.7 2152

2 2 fallonPOl 2.3 1924 2.7 2330

i- 4 :"alior;P02 2.3 1817 2.7 2206

3 4 iailc-nPOL 2.3 1914 2.7 2291 0.4

0.4 .ft 425.5 0.4 .6 394.9

CI. 4 .7 366.5 0.4 .6 416.0

0.4 .7 336.5 0.4 .7 336.0

0.4 .6 361.6 0.4 .6 367.3

0.4 .6 363.4 0.4 .6 356.6

0.4 .7 449.1 0.4 .7 438.3

The table columns are tab delimited, which is useful for importing the tables into various

statistical packages for further analysis. The column labels for the results correspond to

the characterization parameters described in Chapter 3. For example, the split-cross-

bridge results table list columns for WsDrawn, DelWsbot, and DelWstop. Referring to

section 3.2.2 reveals that these values refer to the drawn width of the split-bridge and the

variation of the bottom and top split-bridge resistors, respectively.

Again, this section was intended to provide only an overview of the steps required to

use Sunbase for measuring test structures. A detailed explanation ofthe automated testing
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system, including specificson using the hardware, adding subroutines, and understanding

the Sunbase code, can be found in Chapter 8.18 of the Microfabrication Laboratory Man

ual [16]. This reference is included as Appendix I of this report.
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Chapter 6

Sample Results and Analyses

6.1 Introduction

As illustrated in Figure 26, the final use of the set of test structures presented in this

report is to produce a statistical summary. Although further study by potential users will

dictate thetypeof statistical summary required, someexamples are presented in this chap

ter. In particular, data extracted from scribe lane test structures will illustrate how they can

be used to provide information about the process and about the measurement techniques

used.

The remainder of this chapter describes the statistical analyses performed. A resolu

tion analysis for voltage and current measurements has already been presented in Chapter

3. Here we use a repeatability test of sheet resistance in order to also estimate the standard

deviation of voltage measurements. Additionally, scatter plots and wafer contour maps are

used to understand the correlation between sheet resistance and linewidth variation on a

split-cross-bridge resistor.

6.2 Resolution Tests

In performing electrical measurements using the autoprober. some degree of round-off

measurement error can be expected due to resolution limits of the voltage and current

measurement units. Repeatability tests were performed in order to also estimate the stan

dard deviation of the measurement.
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The tests were performed by measuring a polysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor 100

times with the same input current values, and recording the measured voltage and current

values from the cross-bridge.

The resolution of voltage measurements is AV=0.1mV. However, our experiments

show that the standard deviation, cv is not constant. A dependence was found to exist

between the standard deviation of the measurement, and the value being measured. As the

voltage being measured increased, the voltage measurements* standard deviation became

worse, as is listed in Table 12. The data for Table 12 was collected by probing a bridge

resistor 100 times, given the same input current for each measurement. Each time voltage

measurements were performed at the various positions along the bridge resistor, thus

yielding a range of voltages each time the bridge was probed. The "Voltage Measured"

Table 12 : Percent Error as a Function of Voltage Measured, 100 Replications

Average Voltage
Measured (V)

d as % of the

average

0.4368 0.0090

0.5955 0.0099

0.8712 0.0111

0.9680 0.0100

1.2739 0.0100

1.3834 0.0073

column in Table 12 then represents the mean of values measured for a particular point

along the bridge, while the "d" column represents the estimated standard deviation

divided by the average. As an example, the trend plot for the voltages at a point along the

bridge is shown in Figure 27, and has a mean of 0.4368 and a d of 0.0090%. These values

were listed in the first row of Table 12. The percent error was relatively constant for the
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Figure 27 Trend plot showing voltage resolution for ameasured voltage of 0.43680 V.

range of voltages measured, and remained at about 0.01% of the voltage measured. There

fore, this isthe assumed percent error for all probing ofvoltages in the 0 to 1.5V range.

Recall from Chapter 3 that error analyses were performed for characterization rou

tines. These error analyses can be verified experimentally, as the foUowing example for Rs

measurement error illustrates. A testcurrent 1R of 8.0mA was used for the resistance mea

surement on a polysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor, which resulted ina voltage measure

ments of approximately 1.38V. We wiD first calculate the resolution for sheet resistance

measurements. AR$, from equation (14) given the voltage measurement resolution of

AV=0.1mV:

AR* =irlSHJ =OmAlinlJ =°057 °*u- (53)
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We can also estimate the standard deviation of sheet resistance measurements, Crs.

Given that the percent error of voltage measurements is 0.01%, the expected error is cal

culated as follows:

cv =0.01% * 1.38V =0.138mV, (54)

. a\( « \ 0.138mVf n } n_,0 „,„

These values were verified by performing repeatability tests on the cross part of a pol

ysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor, with same test current of 1^= 8.0mA, used in the cal

culations above. The same structure was probed 300 times, resulting in the sheet

resistance values plotted in Figure 28. The average of these sheet resistance values is

17.01Q/D with a dRs of 0.05. Given these values, and the values in Figure 28, the pre

dicted AR5 of 0.06Q/D and dRs of 0.078n/D seem to provide reasonable estimates of

expected measurement error, therefore verifying the calculations of equations (14) and

(55).
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Figure 28 Trend plot showing 300 measured Rs results asingle polysilicon cross-bridgt
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6.3 Analysis of the Split-Cross-Bridge Resistor

The autoprober was used to characterize the sheet resistance and linewidth variation of

polysilicon lines. Data was extracted from the scribe lanes of two wafers from the same

lot. A polysilicon split-cross-bridge resistor was probed on each of 52 die for each wafer.

The polysilicon split-cross-bridge resistors used are identical to those illustrated inFigure

9, and described inTable 3.The data from the autoprober was imported into a statistical

software analysis package, S-plus, and analyzed.

An unexpected correlation was found to exist between the sheet resistance and line-

width variation for wafer 1of the lot. A scatter plot of the two parameters is illustrated in

Figure 29, which shows that a moderate correlationexists. The correlation coefficient was

calculated to be-0.63. a significant value for 52 samples.

»-s CM

E o
3

* §

15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5

Rs(fl/D)
17.0 17.5

Figure 29 Scatter plot of Alinewidth versus Rs for wafer 1. (p =-0.63)
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In order to gain greater insight into this correlation, wafer contour maps were created

for the two parameters, as illustrated in Figure 30 and Figure 31. Points marked by the

symbol"®" denote measurements which did not produce results upon probing, indicating

a catastrophic failure for that structure. Note that the correlation is also evident from these

maps, since each has similar contours. It isalso evident from these maps that some pro

cessing error occurred during fabrication ofthe wafer, since there is aregion near the right

edge of the wafer where the sheet resistance and linewidth change significandy. The sheet

resistance, for example, is approximately 16 fl/D throughout most ofthe wafer, and drops

down to 14 Q/D in aregion constituting arelatively small area ofthe wafer. Similarly, the

linewidth variation is highest at this point. Since the linewidth variation is defined as the

measured minus the drawn width, this indicates wider lines in the region of lower sheet

resistance.

A likely contributor to this correlation is the thickness of the polysilicon lines, as

increasing the thickness of polysilicon line reduces itssheet resistance, while also increas

ing the fabricated linewidth above the drawn linewidth. Consider the illustration in Figure

32, which isan exaggerated example ofincreased polysilicon thickness on two lines ofthe

same drawn width. Since the slope of the line edges are considered independent of the

poly thickness, the thicker line 2 will result inalarger measured linewidth than for line 1.

Furthermore, the thicker line results in alower current density for current passing through
line 2, and therefore a lower sheet resistance.

The same wafer contour maps were created for asecond wafer ofthe same lot, and are

illustrated in Figure 33 and Figure 34. Note that changes in sheet resistance are not as sig

nificant as those from wafer 1. The correlation between Rs and Alinewidth dropped from

0.63 to 0.44, indicating that there is indeed acontribution from the process to the correla

tion between these parameters.
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Figure 30 Wafer contour map of sheet resistance values onwafer 1.

Figure 31 Wafer contour map ofAlinewidth values on wafer 1.
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6.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented an example of the types of statistical analyses which can be

performed on the BCAM test structures. Many other types of analyses provide consider

able insight into both the process and the test structures. For example, statistical process

control charts can be used to monitor a process, and generate alarms when process param

eters drift beyond control limits. Additional analyses, such as thecontour mapexample of

section6.3, can provideinsightinto the processing error which causedthe shift in parame

ters. Statistical methods may also be used to provide parameter characterization for both

the process and devices. These and other analysis methods will be the subject of future

studies.

^ Wwgflf- 2 »»
W

?*•
meas.l

W

^ "ne' *S

line 2 i:

Figure 32 Illustration showingthatincreased poly line thicknessincreases linewidth.
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Figure 33 Wafer contour map of sheet resistance values on wafer 2.

Figure 34 Wafer contourmap of Alinewidth values on wafer 2.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

A comprehensive setof test structures has been designed to provide process and

device characterization, and to detect catastrophic failures and reliability problems. These

structures have been arranged in such amanner that acomprehensive coverage of both

stepper field and wafer area is provided. Furthermore, the organization is such that a sub

set of the entire test structure set can be used in the scribe lanes of all wafers fabricated in

the Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory. As illustrated in Chapter 6, the scribe lane pro

vides asufficient coverage ofthe die such that process characterization and debugging can

be performed, thus providing aconsistent method of process control and device character

ization from lot to lot.

Furthermore, the BCAM test structure set has been designed in conjunction with the

development of an automated probing system, which has provided for an efficient means

of collecting the large amount of data usually required for characterization. This includes

data results written in a form which is both human readable, and readable by anumber of

statistical analysis packages. The examples ofstatistical analyses in Chapter 6 show that

the test structures and autoprobing system can be used to provide practical results in an

efficient manner.

Further study remains concerning the specific statistical analyses necessary to provide

both process and device characterization, and process control. Nonetheless, the necessary

test structures and characterizationroutines are available for that use.
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Appendix I

The remaining pages of this appendix contain Chapter 8.18 of the Microfabrication

Uboratory Manual [16], which was written by Vadim Gutnik of the Berkeley Microfabri

cation Laboratory. The text contains adetailed explanation of the automated testing sys
tem, including specifics on using the hardware, adding subroutines, and understanding the
Sunbase code.



Chapter 8.18

Electroglas Autoprobe in DCL
(autoprobe)

1. Introduction

This is ausers' manual for the Sunbase program and the Electroglas autoprober that it runs. It is split into three
parts:

• - Setup files These files specify which dice and which devices are to be measured and what tests to execute.
This also covers the output data format.

• Hardware Once the setup files are prepared, this describes how to turn on the instruments, align the wafer,
etc.

• Software This describes how sunbase itself is written, how to add measurement routines and new devices,
and what improvements should be added in the near future.

2. Operating Procedures

2.1. Setup files

Sunbase depends on two configuraUon files to runr The files are 7usr/tools/lib/eglas/die.map", which holds in
formation that depends only on the die, and "prober.text" which specifies the tests to be run. Sunbase expects to
find a "prober.text" in the directory from which it is run. The directory ""eglas" (which is idenncal to
7usr/users/eglas") is the usual place to run sunbase because it has plenty of disk space and alink to dicmap
but it can be run from any directory. The preliminary output is written to "outputtext" and that is processed to
give "finaLout". Once the files are created, run sunbase simply as "sunbase." When it is finished, the script
"postproc" (run it as "-eglas/code/postproc outputtext") will generate acleaner output into "finalout".

Sunbase is only executable by members of the eglas group, currently gutnik, boskin, dr. cyu, hjwann, spanos, &
voros.

2.1.1. /usr/tooIs/lib/eglas/die.map ...,_.„ . «. r .• v~ .
This file describes the locations of the devices on the die. Inprinciple, it should contain all information about
thediethatcanbeknown before testing. Thegeneral format is:

DeviceName X,Y Terminall, Terminate,.... Otherlnfo

The first letter of the device name determines the type ofthe device. Xand Yare measured in microns, and in
crease to therightand up,respectively.

Formatsfor the devicesalreadycreated follow:

mosfet x,ydrain gatesource bulk
4ptprb x.yiingndvl v2
conr x,y iin gnd
fallon x.yiin gndvl v2 lw
scbr x,y il i2 i3vl v2 v3 v4 v5 v6v7layer
serpx.y
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serp_comb x,y
cchain x,y

A typical mosfetmightlook like this:
m2 0,07845

The m shows it is amosfet The only way to refence this device is by name. The two integers separated by a
comma give the location of this device in microns relative tothe starting location. Thus, the "0,0" indicates
that sunbase will assume the probes start out touching this device every time the die is probed, specifically with
probe #7 on the drain, #8 on the gate, #4 on the source, and #5 on the bulk. (Actually, unless the device is
called in prober.text, sunbase will ignore itcompletely, so there can be several different devices at any location
as long as prober.text doesn't call more than one per run. Probes are numbered clockwise from the upper left
probe as they appear in themicroscope:

probe#'s:
12345
109876

34 36384042
181614 1210

'nother example: mosfet31 320,6402 3 9 10

Another mosfet, 320microns totheright and 640microns up from m2. .

"die.map" can contain any number of entries, and sunbase ignores blank lines and lines starting with "*" which
can be used ascomments. The line "@home 0,0" mustappear in die.map. Sunbase goes to thisdevice after the
wafer is finished to put the probeson a device similarto the ones it started on.

Sunbase does noerror checking of die.map. If necessary fields are notspecified, it willcrash.

2.1.2. prober.text
prober.text must be in the directory from which sunbase is run.

This file specifies the tests that theuser wants torun. It starts with a 9x9array of characters, either 0 (zero), 1
(one), or x.

000000100
000000000

000101000

000000101

000000000

00000x000

000000000
000000000

000000000

This is a crude model of the wafer to be probed: x marksthe location of the initialdie, 1 marks a die that will
be be probed, 0 marks a die that will not be probed. Sunbase will step from the die marked x through alldice
marked 1 in a non-obvious, but complete pattern. It is suggested that the dies marked with an x be near the
center of die wafer, to alleviate misalignment problems.

This is followed by names of modules to be run on specific devices, and the names of the devices (from
dicmap) to be probed. The listof devices passed to any routine is terminated witha period. Lines beginning
with "*" are ignored(comments) and "+" shouldbe used to pass parameters to the routines. The module name
must match one of the names defined below (case is important) and the device name must match one of the

-2-
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devices from die.map exacdy.

So, a few lines may look like this:
IDVG m2 mosfet31

IDVDS +VDSstop = 2 +VDSstep=.05 mosfet31

Sunbase will runthe IDVG routine on m2 and mosfet31, then runIDVDS (with the givenchanges) on mosfet
31,print outthedata, steponto thenextdie,and repeat theprocess.

- 2.13. outputtext
The output is written into"outputtext".in theorder it was measured. The script "postproc" will rearrange the
data into a format that should be readable by other programs. Run it as: "postproc outputtext" to generate a
file called "final.out" The conversion maytake a minute ormore on lead for a file of several transistors.

22. Hardware

(1) Everything (autoprober, 4141A source, switching matrix controller) is off.

(2) Turn onequipmjnt the4084A switching matrix controller (SMC), and the4141ADCsource/monitor.
*• (3) Turn on pr ber (there's a power switch on the front panel), and the vacuum (pull the black knob next to

the power switch up.) The eglas powers up with the message "XY motor blank." This means that the
chuck is free to move.

(4) Push thechuck intocomerclosest to user (thechuckshould be within a few centimeters of the corner al- /
ready).

(5) Push red button on left side ofjoystick box (recessed in plastic) - this initializes prober and engages the
motor. Donotmove thechuck by hand after this point

(6) Load the wafer onto the chuck with the flat toward the top. Check that the orientation of the dice is
roughly parallel to the axes ofthe prober workspace. The wafer can only be rotated by "15 degrees after
it is loaded, and it's much easier todoitright from thestart

(7) Turn on vacuum to the chuck (push the [VAC] button) - the prober status lines should change to sav
"wafer ON." * J

(8) Profile the wafer height- go to the program menu (press the PROG] button), then chose profile as the
option (it's option 4; press the numerical key). The chuck will move toapre-specified location and will
move around abit as the wafer is profiled. Occasionally, the chuck will not move from the right bumper
of the work area. If this happens, press "load" tomove the chuck home, press red button torelease the
motor, move the chuck the far (left) side manually, and back, and restart atstep 5.

(9) Go back todie main menu, turn onlamp (lamp key).
(10) Align the wafer.

(a) Press [ALIGN-SCAN]. The chuck should move tothe right of the area visible inthe micro
scope and stop.

(b) [Z] moves wafer up to the probes. Q( the wafer has not been profiled, the eglas will beep
and will not raise the chuck.) Moving the wafer up tothe probes will bring itinto focus.
(c) Afterthe first contact [Z] toggles wafer upand down in small amounts.

(d) Use the joystick to position the wafer over some easily recognizable set of pads. These
need notbe thestarting pads. The joystick has three modes; turn thehandle to switch between
them. Holding the red button moves the chuck faster. The modes are: scan - smooth movement
(to scan around adie) index - moves by 1die at atime (to step around the wafer), and jog -
moves very very slowly (to align the probes to probe pads.) The mode isindicated on the eglas
screen.

-3-
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(e) Press [PAUSE]; the wafer will move to the left Align the probes over pads corresponding
to the ones in step (d) on this new die. Ifthis motion did not involve movement along the Y-
axis, the theta isnow aligned, and you should skip tostep (g).
(0 If the wafer is not aligned, press IPAUSE) again. The chuck should rotate to compensate
for the calculated theta misalignment and start moving back to the right Press [PAUSE] to
stopit and goback to step (a). . . _

(g) After the theta alignment has been done (this is should only take a few passes) move the
pads to the starting position on the correct die. (You may want to check that the alignment
holds over several dice. Align the probes over the starting dice, rotate the joystick to "index"
mode, and step around the wafer, litealignment should be acceptable over the entire wafer.)

(11) Run sunbase

(12) Aftersunbase exits,press load tounload thewafer and load thenextwafer.
(13) Be sure to bring chuck back into the lower right comer before shutting offprober. •

23. Software

23.1. Adding a routine (U.IC_VCE)

(1) Write it Probably best to find a routine similar to what you're writing and copy it- (ijt. that's why
IdVdg looks like IdVds)

(2) Add it to modules.c andmodules.h in theobvious way.
(3) Add it to makefile.

(4) Recompile sunbase.

23.2. Adding a structure

(1) Add the name to the DevType enumeration in hash.h

(2) Add the structure declaration to hash.h

(3) Add a line to identify the device in FindDev (hash.c)

(4) Write a routine to "fill" the structure, in hash.c, and a declaration for the fill routine into hashJi

233. Usage Comments/Troubleshooting

(1) Be sure torun diemostcurrent version of sunbase; during development thelatest version is pointed to
by "eglas/sunbase.

(2) Sunbase reads the prober.text in the directory from which it is run- if you're notsure, justbefore you
type "sunbase," type "more prober.text"; youshould seetheprober.text youexpecttorun.

(3) Check spelling. Sunbase will ignore routines names that don't match thespelling (and capitalization)
in modulesx, and will abort if it looks for a nonexistent device.

(4) Don't run more than one version of sunbase at a time; the second incarnation will not be able to use the
gpib andwill stall. This tendsto happen during debugging.

(5) Start withtheprobes down, (more correctly, thechuck up). There'sno error checking for this.

(6) Check the position on the wafer- sunbase hasno way of checking if it has moved off the wafer; this is
important when probing several dice.

(7) When running long jobs, redirect screen output to /dev/null; you won't be around to see it and it slows
things down.

23.4. Description of the Code
Sunbase consists of a core that handles communication to the instruments, reading configuration files and
finding devices, and a set of "modules" thatdo the measurement Fbrthe sake of consistency, I will call the
actual user routines (i.e. FPP.measQ), "mroutines" and anything passed to them,be it device names oroptions.
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mparameters."

The core files are: main.c initial.c hash.c instruments.c modules.c modtooIs.c. Each routine is described in
turn, in order of appearance in tiie source file.

-5-
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(1) main.c::: The primary probing loop.

(a) main: initialize, probe, clean up. No actual work done here,jus* function calls.
(b) probe: This is the loop that does all the probing. It calls preprocess to extract the wafer
descnpuon (te. which dice to probe) and sets puts bookmark at the place where probe infor-
mauon (what routines and what devices to probe) starts. Then the repeated loop starts: As
long as there's another die to probe, go back to the bookmark, parse, call the mroutine, con
tinue to the end ofthe file. Atthe end ofprober.text, move the wafer tothe next location and
loop. At the end tf trie wafer, nx>ve the probes towe tocationo
(c) parse: This collects the name ofthe mroutine (LE. 4ptprb) as written in prober.text and
the mparameters into alist, and figures out what the function name ofmroutine is (in this
case, FPP_meas). Basically, read aline, if it isn't empty and isn't acomment, add it to the
list until the line start with aV which signifies the end ofthe list Then call another routine
to figure out which mroutine the first string in the list corresponds to.
(d) preprocess: Count the number (if dice to probe and set the bookmark. TOs should be alit-
tle smarter, but isn't

(e) Wafcrmove: Finds the next wafer to probe in the wafer, updates the current location
(Xcurrent, Ycurrent) andcalls "move."

(0 Pdie: prints the current die coordinates separaed by tabs into astring.
(g) cleanup: Should close files, check the gpib, etc. but it just prints amessage to the eglas.

(2) iniual.c::: Preliminary stulT- initialization, etc.

(a) openingjnessage: hello to terminal and eglas.
(b) startup: Open the probefile (typically prober.text) the outputfile (typically outputtext) and
device file (typically die.map) for reading and writing as necessary. Checks the gmb (sort
of), converts the device file into an array.

(3) hash*::: Routines that relate to devices (i.e. mosfets).
(a) FindDev: Converts astring like "m!23 0.0 1234" into adevice structure for, in this
case, amosfet, bycalling the appropriate routine.

(b) •Fill: Actual routines to accomplish the above. There should be one for every type of
device. ' Jy^

(c) hash: This should put the devices into some sort ofhash table for quick searches In fact
itjust puts everything into asequential array.
(d) locate: Given adevice name, looks up the entry (originally from deviccmap, put into an
array by hash) corresponding to thename.

(4) instruments.c::: Routines that relate to test equipment (i.e. eglas)
(a) devwrt: Send characters over gpib to an instrument Adds the requisite newline.
(b) initjdevs: Opens the device files for the various mstruments. sends some initialization
codes. This shoulddetect errors, but doesn't

(c) check_gpib: Placeholder for any real testing ofcommunication.
(d) screenwrite: Writes astring to the screen ofthe eglas terminal.
(e) move: Lowers the chuck, moves it (in die steps), catches acknowledgement from eglas
(though itdoesn t check errors) and raises the chuck back. Also resets the "microdie • or in-
tradie position. '

(0 align wafer Prompts the user through alignment Written out during testing.
(g) prober.selLtest: This will someday check all the instruments and the gpib before ooera-
uon. Does absolutely nothing now. ^

(h) need.move: keeps track ofcurrent location within adie to avoid moving by 0 (which
takes time and chuck lowering/raising).
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(i) MoveTo: Lowers the chuck,moves it to a new location 'within the die* and raises the
chuck back. Updatescurrent location.

(j) connect "port" refers tothe signal input/output channel on the 4141A. "pin" refers toone
of the ten probes that touch pads on the wafer. If both port and pin are nonzero, this con
nects the given port to that pin through the SMC. (NOTE: the SMC will not allow two ports
to connect to the same pin. For example, if port 1 is connected to pin 10, and you send a
command toconnect port 2 topin 10, the SMC will break the connection between port 1and
pin 10 before making the new connection. It is best to make this explicit in the code,
though.)

(k) ReadBuf: Returns, as&string, thecontents of theDCSbuffer.

(1) DCShold: Directs the DCS to source a current orvoltage ata given setting and with a
specified compliance, "source" isthe port number, "mode" iseither *V or T for voltage or
current "setting" and"compliance" areboth floats NOT DOUBLES.

(m) DCSMeasure: Single point measurement of a given channel and mode. Note that the
DCS will not measure the voltage of a voltage source or the current from a current source
directly, so if you really need to confirm the source output you have to connect another
channel to it. See connect for caveat DCSmeasure returns the contents of the DCS output
buffer.

(n) DCSsweep: sets up sweep parameters for a channel; nomeasurement is actually done.
Some of the options (i.e. linlog, SECONDARY vs PRIMARY sweep) have not been fully
tested.

(o) DCStrack: ...isthe parallel to DCSMeasure- given a list of sources, it directs the DCS to
keep track of the measurements for those channels, then triggers a sweep measurement
DCStrack returns astring; seethe DCS manual for thespecific format
(p) dmake: This routine parses u)e output string into adtype, keeping all the information (i.e.
flags, which channel itwas, etc.) This should beused toparse the output of DCSMeasure.
(q) DatFormat: Parses an array, as returned by DCS track. Check DCS documentation for
tiie format of the output, orlook atidvds.c for an example.
(r) numpoints: Queries the DCS for the number ofmeasurement points inthe last sweep; this
ismostly asanity check, because DatFormat can simply count the points asthey're read.

(5) modules.c::: Commands routine parser.

(a) idem: Matches astring from prober.text tothe appropriate mroutine.
(b) Ignore: Throws away arguments passed toa command that doesn't match an mroutine,
and handles comments, etc.

(6) modtooIs.c::: Declarations and utilities for the modules.

(a) V_diff: Finds voltage difference between two given pins and cleans up.
(b) Discon: Disconnect a list of pads.

-7-
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2.3.5. List of Current Routines The modules: idvdsx. FPP.C, Fallonx are located in "gutnik/dcl/code.
The existing modulesare:

V Gumik
5/20/94
D Rodriguez
7/13/94
KKH

7/14/94

Module Writer

~gutnik/dcI/code/scbr.2.c dr
"gutnik/dcl/codeflTPx gumik
"gumik/dcl/code/vdpx gutnik
*gutnik/dcl/code/idvds.c gumik
"gutnik/dcl/codc/idvdg.c gutnik
"gutnik/dcl/code/Fallon.c dr
"gutnik/dcl/code/conr.c dr
"gutnik/dcl/code/serp.c dr
"gutnik/dcl/codc/combx dr
'gutnik/dcl/codc/serpcomb.c dr

What it does

''Four-point-probe (any resist)
Van-der-Pauw resistance

Data for (nmos) Id-Vds curves-.
Data for (nmos) Id-Vdg curves •
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APPENDIX A
Programming Notes

General Notes

1.REMEMBER - all compiling mustbedone onlead - sun3 with GPIB-SCSI library.

2.The device created in /dev are spa (address 7), eglas (address x),dcs (address 23). smc (add 22), cv(address
17).Addresses in decimal. To add device, root must run ibconf and then reboot the machine.

3.The pad numbers are insunbase.h as comments, if there isamistake inthe numbers indiejnap, noerror will
be flagged.

4. You don'tneed torecompile when changing die.map.

5. Numbers below are in mils - electroglas powers uptomovein microns!!!!

To Identify Coordinates of Second Transistor

I:bestmethod - find correct VEM/KIC/MAGIClayout and measure.

2. otherwise -

startibic (/usr/tools/gpib/bin)
ibfind eglas • talking to eglas. usenamefrom /dev file
ibwrtM?H0 - use capitals, and to terminate.
shouldecho cmpl (without err)
ibrsp
ibrd20 - reads 20 bytes
eglas: ibrd 20
[2100] (endcmpl)
count 15

48 58 38 38 34 38 39 59 HX88489Y
36 33 32 39 35 Od 0a 63.295..

x is x position inabsolute machine position, inmils, y is y position

move to "next" transistor
eglas: ibrsp
[0100] (cmpl)
Poll: 0x00

eglas: ibwn "?H0
[0100] (cmpl)
count: 3

eglas: ibrsp
[0100] (cmpl)
Poll: 0x40

eglas: ibrd 20
[2100] (endcmpl)
count 15

48 58 38 38 34 38 39 59 HX88489Y
36 33 31 37 30 Od 0a 63170..
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we have moved 125 mils up!
quit exits ibic. must exit or you'll tie up hpib.

In case of problems:

ibrsp • clears serialpoll in case of mistake,
hit online to clear eglas if it looks confused,
try again.

Changed airsensor x & y from 23768.47022respectively to 23000.
46000 to avoid profilingerrors. In SET PARAMETER. 12-3menu.

V Gumik
5/20/94
D Rodriguez
7/13/94
KKH
7/14/94

.10-
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This appendix contains a listing ofeach measurement subroutine currently pro

grammed into Sunbase. Thecode is available on the Argon cluster, and is contained in the

4~gutnik/dcl/code" directory. The following table lists the subroutines currently available,

their file names, author, and output. The actual code listing follows inthe remainder of this

appendix.

Currently Available Measurement

Subroutines for Autoprober.

Measurement File name Author Output

I^-V^ curve idvds.c V.Gutnik Id-Vds characteristic

Ij-V^curve idvg.c V. Gutnik I</-Vg characteristic
Four Point Probe FPPx V.Gutnik Resistance

Van Der Pauw vdp.c V.Gutnik Sheet resistance (Rs)

Split-Cross-Bridge scbr.2.c D. Rodriguez Rs, AW, Spacing, Pitch

Fallon Ladder Fallon.c D. Rodriguez Ladder resistance,
min. linewidth resolved

Contact Resistance conr.c D. Rodriguez Contact resistances

(left, right, avg.)

Comb Defect comb.c D. Rodriguez 5 Binary result showing
shorts (defects)

Serpentine Resistance serp.c D. Rodriguez Resistances for

5 serpentines in pad set

Serpentine/Comb Defect serpcomb.c D. Rodriguez 2 Binary result showing
opens/shorts (defects)
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idvds.h

•define MODULE "IDVDS-

•define FORMAT STDFORM "VDS\tvgs\tID*

•include "modtools.h"

•define VGSstart_def 0

•define VGSstop_def 6

•define VGSstep_def 1
•define VDSstart_def 0

•define VDSstop_def 6
•define VDSstep_def .1

module_function ID_VDS;

idvds.c

•include "idvds.h"

void *ID_VDS (char •"paramlist, FILE "output) i
FetType "dut;

int numpoints,;i;
float i;

float vgsstart = VGSstart_def;
float vgsstop = VGSstop_def;
float vgsstep = VGSstep_def;
float vdsstart = VDSstart_def;
float vdsstop a VDSstop_def;
.float vdsstep = VDSstep_def;
char "result;

DatArrType datarray;

Dtprintf ("< IDVDSXn");)

PARSEBEGIN;

while (***paramlist) {
if (""paramlist == '+') {

sscanf ("paramlist,"+ VGSstart = %g*,&vgsstart);
sscanf ("paramlist,"* VGSstop = %g",&vgsstop);
sscanf ("paramlist,"♦ VGSstep = %g",&vgsstep);
sscanf {"paramlist,"* VDSstart = %g",&vdsstart) ;
sscanf ("paramlist,"+ VDSstop s %g",ivdsstop);
sscanf ("paramlist,"* VDSstep = %g",&vdsstep);
continue;

>

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTo (dut);

DCStumoff (0) ;

connect (4,dut->source);

connect (3,dut->bulk);

connect (2,dut->gate);

connect (l,dut->drain);

DCShold (4,'V',0,.1);

DCShold (3,'V',0,.1);

tor {i=vgsstart; i<s vgsstop; i+=vgsstep) {
DCShold {2,*V',i,.01);

DCSsweep ;1,VOLTAGE,LINEAR,vdsstart,vdsstop,vdsstep,.01);
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)

)

result = DCStrack ("1");
numpoints=DatFormat (&datarray,result,1) ;
free (result);

for (j=0;j<numpoints;j++) {

fprintf (output,*%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t", Pdie(),dut->Name,dut->X,dut->y) ;
fprintf (output,"%g\t%g\t",datarray[j](l)->value,i);
fprintf (output,"%g\n" ,datarray[j][0]->value);

)

DCSturnoff (0);

}

PARSEEND;

return NULL;
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idvg.h

•define MODULE "IDVGS"

•define FORMAT STDFORM "VGS\tID\tvbs"
•include "modtools.h"

•define VGstart 0

•define VGstop 7
•define VGstep .1
•define VBstart 0

•define VBstep -1
•define VBstop -4
•define VDS 50e-3

module.function IDVG;

idvg.c

•include "idvg.h"

void "ID_VG (char ""paramlist, FILE "output) {
FetType "dut;

int numpoints;
float i;

int j;

char "result;

DatArrType datarray;
D(printf f< IDVG\n*);)
PARSEBEGIN;

while (*+*paramlisti (
dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTo (dut;;

DCStumcff (0) ;.

connect (4,dut->source);

connect 13,du t->bulk);

connect (2,dut->gate);

connect (l.dut->drain);

DCShold (1,'V',VD£,.1);
DCShold (4,'V',0,.1);

for ti=VBstart; i>= VBstop; i*=VBstep) {
DCShold (3,'V',i,.01);

DCSsweep (2,VOLTAGE,LINEAR,VGstart.VGstop,VGstep,.01);
result = DCStrack ("1");

numpoints=DatFormat (idatarray,result,1);
free (result);

for (j=0;j<numpoints;j++) {

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t", Pdie(),dut->Name,dut->X,dut->Y) ;
fprintf (output,"%g\t",datarray Ij][1J->value);
fprintf (output,"%g\t%g\n" ,datarraylj][0]->value,i);

}

)

DCSturnoff (0);

)

FARSEEND;

returr; NULL;
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FPRh
•define MODULE *four_point_probe"

•define FORMAT STDFORM *v3\tvdiff\tiout(mA)XtRESISTANCE"

•include "modtools.h"

module_function FPP_meas;
•define RSCURRENT 0.006

•define GVLT 0

•define DLAY 0

/* CRID'S FUNKY NUMBERS */

/* #define RSCURRENT 0.010 */

/* ^define GVLT -1.50 */

/* #define DLAY 200 */

FPRc

•include "FPP.h"

void »FFF_meas (char •"paramlist. FILE "output) (
double vdiff,v3,iout;
int i;

static float Resistance;

FPPType "dut;

D(printf ("< FPP\n");)

PARSEBEGIN;

while (*++paramlist) (
dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTo (dut);

connect (l,dut->GND); /'

connect (2,dut->iin); /'

DCShold (1,'V, GVLT, .05);

- DCShold (2,'I', RSCURRENT ,8);

for (i=0;i<=DLAY;i++)

printf("delay %d\n",i);

vdiff = V_diff (dut->v2, dut->vl)->value;
v3 = dmake (DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = -1.0"dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
Resistance = vdiff/iout;

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t%g\t%g\t%7.4f\t%g\n", \
PdieO,dut->Name,dut->X,dut->Y,v3,vdiff,1000.0*iout, Resistance);

connect sources 1&2 to *,

the right pads. */
/* set up a ground */

/* source the current

Measurement Subroutines

DCSturnoff (0); /* Disconnect all the pins, */
/* set all sources to Zero */
/• Output «/

PARSEEND;

return ficResistance:
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vdp.h
•define MODULE "Van Der Paw"

•include "modtools.h"

•define PI 3.14

module.function Van_der_Pauw;
module_function FPPjneas;

vdp.c

•include "vdp.h"

void *Van_der_Pauw (char **paramlist, FILE "output) {
float "Rl;

Rl a FPP_meas(paramlist,outputl;
fprintf (output,"The VdP sheet resistance is %g\n",*Rl*PI/log(2.0));
return NULL;

)
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scbr.2.h

•define MODULE "SCBR*"

/• •define FORMAT STDFORM *Layer\tRs\tWbDrawn\tDeltaWb\tWsDrawn\tDelWsbot\tdelWstop\tS\tP'
*/

•define FORMAT STDFORM "irs\tibridge\tvlRs\tv2Rs\tv21w\tv31w\tv4lw\tv51w\tv61w\tv71w"
•include "modtools.h"

•define TestCurrent 0.0005

•define RSCURRENT 0.008

•define PI 3.14159

•define DLAY 800

/* double strtovaKchar "spastring); */
double pad_voltage (int source, int pad);
module_function SCBR_meas;

scbr.2.c

•include "scbr.2.h"

/* This will need a bit more processing to strip the N ( or T,...) and the
comma's from the string. The HP manual has a section on what the output
looks like. It may be easiest to just use that format. ?? */

double pad_voltage (int source, int pad) {
double result;

connect (source,0); /* Be sure not to short

different pads. */
connect (source.pad);

result = dmake(DCSMeasure (source,'V))->value; /* get the result */
return (result);

i

void «SCBR_meas (char *"paramlist, FILE "output) {
SCBRType "dut;

char "result;

double vlRs,v2Rs,v21w,v31w,v41w,v51w,vf.lw,v71w,Rs,S;
doubie Wb,deltaWb,Wstop,deltaWstop,Wsbot,deltaWsbot;
double P, ignd,ignd2;

double WBDRAWN, LStop,LSbot.WSDRAWN,LB;
int i;

D(printf ("< SCBR_meas\n");)
PARSEBEGIN;

result = (char *) calloc (200, sizeof(char)) ;
while (*++paramlist) {

/* probe first device */

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);

MoveTo (dut);

WBDRAWN* dut->WBDRAWN;

LStop= dut->LStop;
LSbot= dut->LSbot;
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WSDRAWN= dut->WSDRAWN;

LB= dut->LB;

/• Measure voltages for Rs calculations •/

connect (l,dut->il); /* connect sources 1&2 to */
/• the right pads. */

connect (2,dut->i2);

DCShold (2,'V',0,.1); /* Bet up a ground */
.DCShold (1,'I'.RSCURRENT,10); • /• source the current */

vlRs = pad_voltage (5,dut->vl); /• Use the routine above to •/
/* get the appropriate voltage */

v2Rs = pad_voltage (5,dut->v2);

ignd = -1"dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'I'))->value;

/• Measure voltages for linewidth calculations */

DCShold (1,'I',TestCurrent,lO); /* source the current */

connect (2,dut->i3); /• CONNECT GROUND to another */
/* pad of the device */

connect (0,dut->i2); /* DISCONNECT GROUND from the «/
/* first pad. */

/*v21w=dmake(DCSMeasure (5,'V'))->value;*/
v21w = pad_voltage (5,dut->v2);
v31w = pad_voltage (5,dut->v3);
v41w = pad_voltage (5,dut->v4);
v51w = pad_voltage (5,dut->v5);
vf.lw = pad_voltage (5,dut->v6);
v71w = pad_voltage (5,dut->v7);
ignd2 = -1"dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'I'))->value;

DCSturnoff (0); /• Disconnect all the pins, •/
/* set all sources to "Zero */
/* Output" •/

/***• calc Rs ••••/

Rs s (vlRs-v2Rs)"(Pi/log(2.0))/(ignd);

/•»•* Width of Bridge (Wb) •***/
Wb a Rs"LB*ignd2/(v21w-v31w);
deltaWb = WBDRAWN-Wb;

/• Width of bottom split-bridge */

Wsbot = .5*Rs"LSbot*ignd2/(v41w-v51w);
deltaWsbot = WSDRAWN-Wsbot;

/• Width of top split-bridge */
Wstop = .5"Rs*LStop*ignd2/(v61w-v71w);
deltaWstop = WSDRAWN-Wstop;
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/•*•• Line Spacing (S) **•«/

S = Wb-Wstop-Wsbot;

/**** Pitch (P) *«**/

P = .5*(Wsbot+Wstop) + S;

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t%s\f,PdieO,dut->Name,dut->X, dut->Y,dut->L'ayer);
/* fprintf (output,"%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\n",

Rs,WBDRAWN,deltaWb,WSDRAWN,deltaWsbot,deltaWstop.S, P) ; */

/* D(fprintf (output, "il: %g, i2: %g vlRs: %g v2Rs: %g v2:%g v3:%g v4:%g v5:%g v6:%g
v7:%g\n",ignd,

ignd2,vlRs,v2Rs,v21w,v31w.v41w, v51w, v61w, v71w);) */
fprintf (output, "%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\n",ignd,
ignd2,vlRs,v2Rs,v21w,v31w,v41w, v51w, v61w, v71w);

for (i=0;i<=DLAY;i++)

printf("delay %d\n",i);

)

PARSEEND;

return NULL;

)
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Fallon.h

•define MODULE "fallon"

•define FORMAT STDFORM "lwO(d)\tR0\tlwl(d)\tRl\tlw2(d)\tlw2 (m)\tR2\tlw3(d)\tlw3(m) UR3"

•include "modtools.h"

module_function Fallon_meas;
float FallonR (FILE "output, FallonType "NextDev);

Fallon.c

•include "Fallon.h"

float FallonP (FILE "output, FallonType "NextDev) {
double vdiff, v3, iout;
double NextR;
MoveTo (Next Dev);

connect (1,NextDev->GND);

connect (2,NextDev->iin);

DCShold (1,.'V',0, .05);
DCShold (2,'I',.001,5);

vdiff = V_diff (NextDev->vl,NextDev->v2)->value;
v3 = dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = -1.0*dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
NextR = vdiff/iout;

/• fprintf (output,"vdiff=%g v3=%g iout=%2g",vdiff, v3,1000"iout); */
DCStumoff (0);

return NextR;

»

void "FaIlon_meas (char •"paramlist, FILE "output) {
dcubi* R(5J;

double Iwdrawn[5];
double Iw2,lw3,slope,b;
int i;

FallonType "dut;

DIprintf ("< Fallon_meas\n");)
FARSEEEGIN;

while (»**paramlist) i
for (i=0; i < 4; i+*) {

/• PROBE Ith DEVICE •/

dut = FindDev ("paramlist**);
R(i]= (double) FallonR (output,dut);
Iwdrawnli] = dut->lw;

/• fprintf (output."r%d= %g lw%d= %g\n",i, R[i], i.Iwdrawn(i)); •/

/* CALCULATE MIN. LINEWIDTH RESOLVED V

/• Calculate equation for Resistance vs. Linewidth */
slope s (Ml)-R[0))/(Iwdrawn 11)-Iwdrawn[0));
b = RfOJ - slope"(iwdrawn[0]);

.•• Use line to estimate min. linewidth resolved. •/
lw2 = (FIlj-bj/slope:
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lw3 = (R[3]-b)/slope;

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t",PdieO,dut->Name,dut->X, dut->Y);
fprintf (output,"%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\t%1.4f\t%g\t%g\t%1.4f\t%g\n",- \

lwdrawnt0],R[0],lwdrawn[l],R[l],lwdrawnt2],lw2,R[2],lwdrawn(3J,lw3,R[3]);

)

PARSEEND;

return NULL;

}
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conr.h

•define MODULE "CONR*

•define FORMAT STDFORM "v3\tiout(mA)\tRLavg\tRRavg\tRavg"

•include "modtools.h"

module_function Conr_meas;

conr.c

•include "conr.h"

void *Conr_meas (char •"paramlist, FILE "output)
(

double v3,iout,Rleftl,Rleft2, Rrightl,Rright2;
double RLavg,RRavg,Ravg;
ConrType "dut;

D(printf ("< conr\n");)

PARSEBEGIN;

while (*-»*paramli£-t; (
/" probe first device */

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTc (dut);

/" Measure voltages for contact resistance calculations •/
connect (l,dut->GND); /• connect sources 1&2 to */

/"the right pads. •/
connect (2,dut->iin);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05); /* set up a ground •/
DCShold (2.'I',.003,8); /* source the current •/
v3 = dmake (DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = -1.0"dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
Rleftl = (V_diff (10,2)->value)/iout;
Rrightl = (V.diff (9,3)->value)/iout;
Rleft2 « (V_diff (8,4)->value)/iout;
Rright2 s (V.diff (7,5)->value)/iout;

RLavg = (Rleftl+Rleft2)/2;
RRavg = (Rrightl + Rright2)/2;
Ravg = (RLavg * RRavg)/2;

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\t",PdieO,dut->Name,dut->X, dut->Y);
fprintf (output,"%3.4f\t%3.4f\t%g\t%g\t%g\n",v3,1000."iout, RLavg, RRavg,Ravg);

DCSturnoff (0); /* Disconnect all the pins, •/
/* set all sources to Zero */
/* Output •/

)

PARSEEND;

return NULL;

)
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comb.h

•define MODULE

•include "instruments.h"

•include "hash.h"

module_function Comb_meas;

comb.c

•include "comb.h*

•define IHOLD .0001

void *Comb_meas (char *"paramlist, FILE "output)
<

double vl,iout;

GenericDev *dut;

int x,alignedsi,shrt[6];

D(printf ("< comb\n");)

while ("++paramlist) (

/* probe first device */

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTc (dut);

/* check for proper alignment using pads 1 & 5 */
connect (1,5);

connect (2,1) ;

DCShcid (1,'V',0,.05);

DCShold (2,»I*,IHOLD,8);

iout = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
connect (2,0);

connect (1,0);

/* IF NOT aligned properly then skip measurements */

if ( -IMiout) < (.2*IHOLD)) (

shrt(0]=shrt(l]=shrt[2]=shrt[3]=shrt[4]=shrt[5)=-10;
aligned=0;

}

else (

aligned =1;

for (x=l;X<C; x++) {

/* Measure voltages for contact resistance calculations */
connect (l,x);

connect (2,10-x+l);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05); /* set up a ground */
DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8); /* source the current */
vl s dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
if ( (-1.0*iout) < (.l*IHOLD))

shrt[x]=0;

else

shrtfx] s 1;

DCSturnofr* fprintf (output,"%s (ALIGNED=%d) :DEFECT[1. .5]= ",dut->Name,aligned) ;
for (X=1;X<G;X++)

fprintf ioutput,"%d",shrt[x]);
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fprintf (output,*\n");
)

return NULL;

)

*°>" /* Disconnect all the pins, */
)

)
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serp.h

•define MODULE "Serp"

•define FORMAT STDFORM "iout(mA) \talign.\tX\tRl\tR2\tR3\tR4\tR5"
•include "modtools.h"

module_function Serp_raeas; , .

serp.c

•include "serp.h"
•define IHOLD .0001

void *Serp_meas (char *"paramlist, FILE "output)
(

double vl,iout,R[6];

GenericDev "dut;

int x,aligned=l;
FILE "Soutput;

Soutput=fopen("Soutput.text","a");
D(printf ("< serp\n");)
PARSEBEGIN;

while (*++paramlist) (
/» probe first device */

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTo (dut i;

/• check for proper alignment */
connect (1, t.) ;

connect (2,10);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05);

DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8);

iout = dinake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
connect (2,0);

connect (1,0);

/* D(fprintf (output,"-l*iout = %g\n",-1.0*iout);) */
if ( -IMiout) < (.8*IHOLD)) {

R[0]=R[l]=R[2)=Rl3]=R(4J=R[5)=9el0;
aligned=0;

)

else {

for (x=l;x<6; x++) (

aligned=l;

/* Measure voltages for contact resistance calculations */
connect (1,9);

connect (2,x);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05); /* set up a ground */
DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8); /* source the current */
vl = dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
if ( l-1.0*iout) < (.8*IHOLD))

R[x]=le30;

•j?ise

R[x] = (-l*vl)/iout;

DCSturnoff (0); /* Disconnect all the pins, */

/• D(fprintf (output,"%s: vl %g iout %2g Rl%d]= %g\n", \
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dut->Name,vl,1000*iout,x, R[x));) */
)

}

fprintf (output,"%s\t%s\t%d\t%d\f,PdieO,dut->Name,dut->X, dut->Y);

fprintf (output,"%l.3f\t%d\t%d\t%g\t%g\t*g\t%g\t%g\n", \
1000.0*iout,aligned,x,R[l],Rt2J,R[3],R[4J,Rl5));

/• OUTPUT Human-readable FILE output.text */
/* for (x=l; x < G; x++)

fprintf (output."%2g\t%d\t%d\t%g\n",iOOO.0*iout,aligned,x, Rlx]);
fprintf (output,"\n"); */

/• OUTPUT S-readable FILE Soutput.text •/
/* if (aligned) { */

/* OUTPUT Values for Splus */

/* fprintf (Soutput,"Resistance.%s = c(%g",dut->Name,R[l]);
for (X=2; x < 6; x*+)

fprintf (Soutput,*,%g", R[x]);
fprintf (Soutput,•)\n");

} "/

)

fclosetSoutput);
PARSEEND;

return NULL;

)
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serpcomb.h

•define MODULE m .
•include "instruments.h"

•include "hash.h"

module_function Serpcomb_meas;

serpcomb.c

•include "serpcomb.h"
•define IHOLD .00005

void *Serpcomb_meas (char ""paramlist, FILE "output)
(

double vl, iout,ioutl,iout2;
GenericDev "dut;

int x,aligned=l,open(3J,shrt[3];
FILE "Soutput;

Soutput=fopen("Soutput.text","a");
D(printf (*< serpcomb\n");)
while (**+paramlist) (

/* probe first device */

dut = FindDev ("paramlist);
MoveTo (dut);

/* check for proper alignment using pads 10 & 9 */
connect (1,9);

connect (2,10);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05);
DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8);

• ioutl = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'.I') )->value;
connect (2,0);

connect (1,0);

/* check for proper alignment using pads 4 & 5 */
connect (1,5);

connect (2,4);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05);

DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8);

iout2 = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
connect (2,0);

connect (1,0);

D(fprintf (output,*-l*ioutl = %g\n",-l.0*ioutl*l000);)
D(fprintf (output,"-l*iout2 = %g\n*,-1.0*iout2*1000);)
/"IF NOT aligned-properly then skip measurements */
if (( -1"(ioutl) < (.2"IHOLD)) II ( -l*(iout2) < (.2*IHOLD))) (

open[1]=open[2]=shrtI1]=shrt[2]=-10;
aligned=0;

)

else (

for (x=l;x<3; x++) {

/» CONTINUITY CHECK FOR SERPENTINE ONLY */

connect (2,2*x-l);
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connect (l,10-2"x);

DCShold (1,'V',0,.05); /• set up a ground */
DCShold (2,'I',IHOLD,8); /• source the current */
vl = dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'V))->value;
iout = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
if ( (-1.0*iout) < (.2"IHOLD))

open(x] s l;

else

openlxj = 0;

DCSturnoff (0); /* Disconnect all the pins, */
D(fprintf (output,"%s: vl %g iout %2g open[%dJ= %d\n", \

dut->Name,vl,1000*iout,x, open[x]);)
)

/•* CONTINUITY CHECK BETWEEN SERPENTINE AND COMBS */
for (x=l;x<3; x++) {

/* CONTINUITY CHECK BETWEEN BOTTOM COMB AND SERPENTINE */
connect (2,2*x-l);

connect (l,10-2"x);

DCShold (1,'V',0, .05); /* set 1st ground *'/
DCShold (2,'V',0..05); /* set 2nd ground •/

/* (2 grids necessary */
/* in case serp open) */

connect (3.10-2"x*l);

DCShold (3,'I',IHOLD,8); /♦ source the current */
vl = dmake(DCSMeasure (3, 'V))->value;

ioutl = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
iout2 = dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'I'))->value;
if i( -1" (ioutl) > (.2*IHOLD5) II (,-l"(iout2)"*> (.2"IHOLD)))

shrtlx] = 1;
else

shrt(x] = 0;

Dffprintf (output,"BOT:\n%s: vl %g ioutl %2g iout2 %2g shortl%d)= %d\n", \
dut->Name,vl,1000.0*ioutl,1000.0*iout2,x, shrt[x]);)

connect(3,0); /• Disconnect current source */
/* CONTINUITY CHECK BETWEEN TOP COMB AND SERPENTINE */
connect (3,2"x);

DCShold (3,'I',IHOLD,8); /* source the current */
vl = dmake(DCSMeasure (3,'V))->value;
ioutl = dmake(DCSMeasure (1,'I'))->value;
iout2 = dmake(DCSMeasure (2,'I'))->value;
if (( -1"(ioutl) > (.2*IHOLD)) II ( -l*(iout2) > (.2"IHOLD)))

shrtlxj ♦= 1;

D(fprintf (output,'TOP:\n%s: vl %g ioutl %2g iout2 %2g short[%d)= %d\n", \
dut->Name,vl,1000.0*ioutl,1000.0*iout2,x, shrt(xl);)

DCSturnoff (0); /• Disconnect all the pins, */
i

)

/* OUTPUT Human-readable FILE output.text */
for (x=l; x < 3; x**)

fprintf (output,»%s (aligned=%d): open I%dj=%d shortt%d]s%d\n", \
dut->Name,aligned,x,open[x],x,shrt[x));

fprintf (output,"\n");
/« OUTPUT S-readable FILE Soutput.text */
if (aligned) 4

/» OUTPUT Values for Splus •/

fprintf (Soutput,"open.%s = c(%d,%d)\n",dut->Name,openIl],open(2J) ;
i

if (aligned) I
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/* OUTPUT Values for Splus */
fprintf (Soutput,"short.%s = c(%d,%d)\n",dut->Name,shrt[1],shrt[2J);

}

)

fclose(Soutput);
return NULL;

)
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